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Foreword 

Until recently, field effect (unipolar) transistors have had relatively small 
usage as compared with junction (bipolar) transistors. While the earliest investi
gations of solid-state amplifying devices were in the direction of field-effect 
devices (majority carrier devices), the discovery and understanding of minority 
carrier injection across P-N junctions, led to the subsequent development of 
bipolar transistors. The bipolar transistor has proved to be an exceptional 
device, having properties which make it useful over a very broad range of appli
cations. It also effectively made the transition from a two-sided structure to a 
one-sided structure required for monolithic integrated circuits, and is now the 
cornerstone of integrated circuits. 

Why then, it is natural to ask, is there suddenly a new interest in field-effect 
devices, and particularly in the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOSFET) type? 
The answer is twofold. First is the fact that our technology and understanding 
of surface oxides such as silicon dioxide (Si02) has increased to where very stable 
MOSFET devices can be reliably produced. Second, and most important, relates 
to large-scale integrated electronics (LSI). The semiconductor industry is 
moving rapidly toward integrating much more powerful logic and memory func
tions on silicon chips than today's production integrated circuits (which are 
typically three gates in a 14-16 lead package). It is in the domain of LSI that 
MOSFET technology has generated its greatest interest. The reason is simple
one can put from five to seven times the functional complexity in a given area 
with MOSFET technology as is possible with bipolar technology. Coupled 
with this high functional density is the fact that exceptionally high yields can be 
achieved in the fabrication of large MOS integrated functions because of the 
relative simplicity of the process. 

To go further in the discussion would begin to encroach on the author's excellent 
book; suffice it to say the area of MOSFET's is one of the most exciting in the 
semiconductor industry. Robert Crawford has prepared an excellent discussion 
of the MOSFET device and its application to integrated electronics. The 
reader will soon recognize that he is being given results of first-hand investiga-
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vi Foreword 

tions-Robert Crawford indeed is a key contributor to the Texas Instruments 
MOSFET program. 

This book is another in the Texas Instruments Electronics Series, published 
by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, in which we are attempting to bring the 
engineering and scientific audience up to date on subjects of significant current 
interest. 

RICHARD L. PETRITZ, Director 
Semiconductor Research and Development Laboratory 
Texas Instruments Incorporated 



Preface 

The purpose of this book is to describe basic principles of the MOSFET-par
ticularly as they apply to practical circuit design. The material presented here 
covers device theory and operation, device characteristics, and finally, device 
usage in discrete and integrated-circuit form. I have tried to encompass in a 
single text all the background material required by the design engineer to under
stand and appreciate MOSFET circuit design. 

Material for this book was accumulated over a two-year period during which 
I was actively engaged in MOSFET circuit design within the MOS program of 
Texas Instruments Incorporated. It therefore includes much practical informa
tion gathered as a result of actual work with MOSFET circuits. 

Device coverage within this book has been limited to the MOSFET and does 
not include the junction FET. There were two reasons for this approach. 
First, I believe the MOSFET is significant by itself and can stand alone. Second, 
junction FETS have been covered in an excellent book by L. J. Sevin, Jr.-"Field
effect Transistors," published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company as a part of 
the Texas Instruments Electronics Series. 

The level of presentation is aimed at the practicing circuit-design engineer who 
has the responsibility of designing an MOSFET circuit. A general background 
in basic semiconductor theory and circuit design is assumed. 

Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter written specifically for the person-such 
as the salesman, marketing man, or manager-who needs a broad understanding 
of MOSFET properties without going deeply into the theory. The last half 
of this chapter considers future trends in such areas as MOSFET technology, 
devices, and circuits. 

Chapter 2 presents basic theory and operation of MOS field effects and derives 
descriptive equations for device behavior. 

Chapter 3 considers the accuracy of the fundamental device equations, develops 
additional functional relationships, and deals analytically with mobility variation 
as a function of gate voltage-. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of the transient response of an MOSFET in a 
circuit. 

Chapter 5 deals exclusively with the MOSFET in integrated-circuit form. 
vii 



viii Preface 

Basic concepts are presented, building blocks used in design are discussed, and 
an actual MOSFET integrated circuit is described in detail. 

Chapter 6 covers the area of MOSFET usage in analog circuits and MOSFET
bipolar combinations. 

Like all authors, I am indebted to a number of individuals; without their 
assistance, this book could never have been written. My thanks are due mainly 
to Dr. R. M. Warner, Jr., and to Dr. J. R. Biard for their suggestions and help 
during the writing of the manuscript; to Dr. J. P. Mize for many valuable dis
cussions on mobility; to John R. Miller, technical publications manager at Texas 
Instruments, for his editorial advice; to Louis Bartning for the design of the 
decoder shown in the text; to S. Naik for the design of the power MOSFET; to 
Clifford Arnell for the majority of photographs and measured data; to Mrs. Mary 
Chub in and Mrs. Eloise Ballard for cheerfully typing the manuscript; and, 
finally, to the management of Texas Instruments for providing an atmosphere 
conducive to the writing of this book. 

Robert H. Crawford 
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Notation 

A-area 
A.-voltage gain 
{j-"gain" term containing device constants; see Eq. (2-15). {jp is 

positive for P-channel devices, and {jn is negative for N-channel 
devices. 

{j(V G)-indicates a dependency upon gate voltage 
{jo-initial, low-voltage value 
(j~{jD/{jI; see Eqs. (5-9) and (5-10). 
C-capacitance 

Co-gate capacitance corresponding to the oxide layer over the channel 
area; Co = A(Eox/tox). 

Ec-conduction-band energy level 
Ey-Fermi energy level 
E,-intrinsic energy level; assumed to be at the center of the gap. 

Eox-oxide electric field 
E.-valence-band energy level 
Eox-oxide dielectric constant; assumed as H pF / cm (relative dielectric 

constant '" 4). 
E.-silicon dielectric constant; assumed as 1 pF /cm. 

gd.-drain conductance in the saturated region 
gdt-drain conductance in the triode region 

aID I gm-transconductance == --
aVGvD 

gmBo-back-gate transconductance 
gmD-transconductance of the driver device 
gmr-transconductance of the load MOS 
gmo-transconductance at I DSS in a depletion-mode device 
Ie-integrated circuit 
I D-drain current in the external terminal 

I DP-drain current at the point of pinch off 
I Dss--drain current that flows when the gate is returned to the source 

J c--channel current density 
k-Boltzmann's constant 

xi 



xii Notation 

K 1-constant; see Eq. (2-24). (+ for P channel, - for N channel) 
L-effective channel length (in direction of current flow) 
£I-length of the pinchoff region, measured from the edge of the channel 

at pinchoff to the edge of drain junction 
L~channellength, measured from source junction to drain junction 
m-voltage parameter in switching-time analysis; see Eq. (4-10) 

N A, N D, N-doping levels 
P-heavy P-type diffusion 

cpy--Fermi function; the amount the Fermi level is displaced from the 
intrinsic level or the center of the gap (as measured in the bulk). 
Units are in volts. See Eq. (2-25). 

cp.-Surface potential; the amount the intrinsic Fermi level, at the sur
face, has been bent with respect to the Fermi level. CPs is assumed 
zero in the flat-band case of Fig. 2-1e. 

q-electronic charge rv 1.6 X 10-19 coulomb 
QA-charge per unit area in the accumulation region 
Qc-charge per unit area in the channel 
QD-charge per unit area in the depletion region 
Qa-charge per unit area on the metal gate 
Q~charge per unit area in the inversion region 

Qss----See approximation No.9 Chap. 2 
r d.--drain resistance, saturation region 
r dt-drain resistance, triode region 
Rp-parasitic resistance 

R1l1R 2--designation for Rl in parallel with R2 
SR-shift register 

f)-a constant in the mobility equation (3-28) ; f) = ~oRp 

r-time constant 
tox-oxide thickness 
T-temperature 
JL-mobility; units are in cm2jV-sec. JLp has a positive sign; JLn has a 

negative sign. 
JL(V G)-indicates a dependency upon gate voltage 

JLo-initiallow-voltage valve 
v(t)-voltage as a function of time 
V Ba-back-gate bias 
V D-voltage at the external drain terminal 
V~-intrinsic drain voltage, voltage at the internal drain terminal 

V DD-drain supply voltage 
V Ds----drain-to-source voltage 
Va-voltage at the external gate terminal 

V GG-gate supply voltage 
V Gs----gate-to-source voltage 
V/tk-intrinsic threshold voltage; defined in Eq. (2-24) 
Vp-pinchoff voltage; see Eq. (2-18). 

V p(vo)-pinchoff voltage as a function of output voltage 
V p(V BG)-pinchoff voltage as a function of back-gate bias 

V~-intrinsic source voltage, voltage at the internal source terminal 



V ss-that portion of the threshold voltage due to Qss 
Vth-threshold voltage; see Eqs. (2-22) and (2-27). 

VthD-threshold voltage of the driver device 
Vth!-threshold voltage of the load device 

Notation xiii 

V th(V BG)-threshold voltage as a function of back-gate bias; see Eq. (2-30). 
Vtn(v)out-threshold voltage as a function of the output voltage 

V(y)-channel voltage as a function of the distance between source and 
chain 

W-channel width (perpendicular to current flow) 
xA-boundary between the accumulation region and the neutral bulk 
xD-boundary between the depletion region and the neutral bulk 

x, y, z-coordinates for the MOS structure; see Fig. 2-3. 
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An Introduction to the World 

of the MOSFET 

1 

The metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) * field-effect transistor (FET) is a 
voltage-controlled device that exhibits an extremely high input resistance (in 
the range of 1012 to 1014 !2). Unlike the junction FET, the MOS, with its insu
lated gate, maintains a high input resistance without regard to the magnitude or 
polarity of the input gate voltage. Even at elevated temperatures, the gate 
leakage is negligible-thus allowing the use of very large gate bias resistors in 
analog circuits or direct coupling in digital circuits. 

Construction of a P-channel MOS transistor is illustrated in the scale drawings 
of Fig. 1-1. Two highly doped P-type areas (1OIs/cm3 to I02°/cm3 at the surface) 
are diffused into an N - type silicon substrate (1 to 10 !2-cm). These two diffusions 
are referred to as the source and drain and are located in close proximity to each 
other (approximately 0.2 mil separation for a driver device and 1 to 2 mils separa
tion for a load device). A thin (800 to 2,000 A) insulating material, usually some 
type of silicon oxide, is placed over the surface of the silicon between the source 
and the drain, forming the gate dielectric materiaL Metal is evaporated over 
the surface of the slice, forming contacts, interconnecting leads, and the gate 
electrode. 

Because of the conditions created by the interfacing, at the surface, of the 
silicon and oxide, usually all N-channel devices are initially on (at zero gate bias) 
and all P-channel devices are initially off. Since it is desirable to use an initially 
off device for switching or digital circuits, at present all commercial MOS inte-

* Sometimes referred to as MIS, or metal-insulator semiconductor. Although other 
MOS structures exist, the MOS field-effect transistor dominates today's technology. 
In this book, the combination of letters "MOS" will refer to the transistor-type structure 
discussed in this chapter (see Fig. 1-1). 

3 



I--< 1 fL, 10,000 A 
f---------10.1 mil 

Gate oxide 
~1500 A thick 

Insulatin~ oxide 
~1200 A thick 

Vo = a v, VG = -10 V, Vth = - 5 V 

*Channel is not drawn to scale. Typical channel thickness is. from 25 to 50 A. 

H 1 fL, 10,000 A 
1----10.1 mil 

(a) 

1-11 fL, 10,000 A 
I------i 0.1 mil 

Contact to 
drain diffusion 

(-".::C"" ::.i":.:.,:.:.:.::::;.:,,,~:::.,'''':''''': •. :'':,.,;.:''. "'., :".:.,. 

:~;~---\~_~~~L~~'-l Source Jv!,r----", \ Drain _/Y \ 0-.... _ -.13500 A 
F==="'_/ '- -...::======\ 
-Cha-;;~Iis shown Droin dePle~~on---'--0-
pinched off region under 9500 A 

-5 V bias 
Drain depletion region'----::;.--\:----=-
under -15 V bios -=---------- 17,600 A 

Vo = -5 V, VG = -10 V, Vth = -5 V 

(b) 

Vo = -15 V, VG = -10 V, Vth = -5 V 

(c) 

f 
6.0 
mils 

f---------1 I. 0 mil 

Drain contact 

Gate metal 

Source and drain 
diffusions 

LL-------.------J 
Metal and oxide slightly exaggerated so that they 

will show up distinctly on this scale 

(d) 

Silicon 
wafer 

Fig. 1-1. Scale drawing of a typical MOS structure in cross section: (a) V D = a VI (b) V D = -5 VI 
(c) V D = -15 VI (d) change in scale showing the MOS in relation to the whole silicon wafer. The 
channel shown is exaggerated in the depth dimension. The source and substrate are both considered 
at ground potential. 
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An Introduction to the World of the MOSFET 5 

Fig. i-i. MOS symbol. 

jDrain 

Gate~11 
Source 

grated circuits (Ies) are single-polarity P-channel units. For this reason, this 
book will deal almost exclusively with P-channel devices. 

Figure 1-2 illustrates the symbol for the MOS (P-channel, enhancement-mode) 
that is used in this book. The source is the reference terminal, the gate is the 
control electrode, and the drain is the output of the device. These three leads 
are roughly analogous to the bipolar's emitter, base, and collector, respectively. 

1-1 OPERATION OF THE MOS 

With the drain and source grounded, the gate controls the charge in the channel 
-the region at the substrate surface between the source and the drain. A nega
tive bias applied to the gate modifies conditions within the silicon. As the gate 
accumulates a negative charge, free electrons that are present in the N-type 
silicon are repelled, forming a depletion region. Once sufficient depletion has 
occurred, additional gate bias attracts positive mobile holes to the surface. 
When enough holes have accumulated in the channel area, the surface of the 
silicon changes from electron-dominated to hole-dominated material and is said 
to have inverted. Thus the situation now exists where the two P-diffused regions 
are connected together by a P-type inversion layer, or channel (hence the nomen
clature "P-channel device"). A signal on the gate can modulate the number of 
carriers within the channel region, so that the gate, in effect, controls current 
flowing in the channel. For low values of drain voltage, the inversion layer 
extends across the entire channel, connecting the drain and source. Under this 
bias condition, drain current depends upon drain voltage as well as gate voltage. 
Notice that in Fig. I-I a all the P regions, diffused or inverted, are isolated from 
the substrate material by a depletion layer. 

For a constant gate voltage, an increase in the drain voltage alters the situation 
in the channel region. Drain current produces an IR drop along the channel. 
This drop is of such a polarity as to oppose the field within the oxide, produced 
by the gate bias. When the IR drop reaches a value to just reduce the field such 
that an inversion layer is no longer formed, the channel pinches off and the drain 
current tends to saturate at a constant value (independent of drain voltage). 
The device is said to be in saturation. As can be seen from Fig. I-Ib, the inversion 
layer is thickest at the source and decreases to zero thickness at the point of 
pinchoff. * The voltage across the gate oxide just at the point of saturation is 

* Actually, the channel cannot go to zero thickness anywhere, for if it did, there would 
be no current, and there is, in fact, current when the device is in saturation. "Letting 
the channel go to zero" is an approximation that allows one to define pinchoff or threshold 
voltage. 



6 MOSFET in Circuit Design 

called the pinehoff or threshold voltage. Threshold voltage can be defined as the 
voltage across the gate oxide necessary to just produce inversion in the channel. 

Further increases in drain voltage drive the MOS harder into saturation. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. I-Ie, which shows an increase in the depletion regions 
associated with the drain and a reduction in channel length. Too much of an 
increase in drain voltage can cause the drain depletion region to puneh through 
all the way to the source, resulting in unrestricted current flow if it is not limited 
by the external circuit. 

1-2 CHARACTERISTIC CURVES 

When the drain V-I characteristics are plotted for a family of gate voltages, the 
result is similar to the curves in Fig. 1-3. The important features of this figure 
are: 

1. The control parameter is a voltage-as opposed to a current in the bipolar 
case. This implies high input resistance. 

2. The input voltage and the output voltage and current all have the same 
sign, which allows for the convenient cascading of stages in digital cir
cuits. A junction FET is an example of the opposite case. 

3. In Fig. 1-3a, -4 V must be applied to the gate before significant current 
flows. This characteristic is termed enhancement-mode operation. Figure 
1-3b illustrates the depletion-mode case, where an initial current of -85 jJ.A 
flows at zero gate bias. 

4. The output-current variation for a given increment of gate voltage 
increases as the gate voltage is increased above the threshold voltage. 

VG=-f2V 
Constont-drain vOltage) 

VG = -2 
f mA 200 JlA 

VG = -fOV VG = -f 
- 10 -10 

500 JlA VG = -8 V fOO JlA VG = a V 

loss 
VG = -6 V VG = +f 

fa JlA 
VG = +2 

}Oto-4V fa nA Vo" +3 

a 5 fa f5 20 0 5 10 
-VOSI volts VOSI volts 

(a) ( b) 

Fig. 1-3. MOS characteristic curves, P channel: (a) Enhancement-mode device. The three points 
on the curves represent the three operating points of Fig. 1-1. (b) Depletion-mode device. 
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Fig. 1-4. Transfer curves showing I D VS V G. 

Drain voltage is held constant as shown in Fig. 1-3b. 

Vth 

Enhancement 

I t can be shown that the output current is proportional to the square of 
the input voltage. In fact, the MOS is often referred to as a square-law 
device. 

When a constant-drain-voltage line is graphed on the output characteristics, 
as in Fig. 1-3b, and the output-current-input-voltage relationship along this line 
is plotted, the resulting figure is known as a transfer curve. The transfer curves 
of Fig. 1-4 illustrate clearly enhancement-depletion-mode operation, threshold 
voltage, and the square-law behavior of the MOS. Actual data of drain current 
plotted as a function of input gate voltage are presented in Fig. 1-5. To illustrate 

5 

4 Vo=-15V 
8 x 10-2 

J 
3 V"~~ 6 X 10-2 

~ « 
E 

...§ 
I 

~ 2 4 X 10-2 

o = measured 
data 

2 X 10-2 

6 8 10 12° 

-VG• volts 

Fig. 1-5. Transfer curve illustrating the square.law characteristic of the MOS. 
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-I D, 0.1 mAidiv 

Fig. 1-6. Characteristic breakdown curves showing 
the control that the gate voltage exerts over the 
breakdown voltage. 

the parabolic nature of the transfer curve (in saturation), the data in Fig. 1-5 are 
also presented in the form of 0n vs. V G. The result is a straight-line plot. 
Extrapolating this plot back to where I D = 0 gives the threshold or pinch off 
voltage*-the turn-on voltage that is of interest to the circuit designer. 

By increasing the magnitude of the drain voltage sufficiently, breakdown char
acteristicst similar to those in Fig. 1-6 can be seen. Observe that breakdown is a 
function of gate voltage. The magnitude of the breakdown voltage increases as 
the gate voltage is made more negative and decreases as the gate voltage is made 
more positive. 

1-3 DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

Usually, complex MOS lCs consist only of MOS transistors-no resistors, 
capacitors, or diodes-as functional elements. The basic building blocks of MOS 
circuitry are simple NAND and NOR gates such as those shown in Fig. 1-7. 
These gates, singly and in combination, are used to implement logic-design equa-

* It has been suggested that the term "pinchoff" be restricted to depletion-mode 
devices and the term "threshold" be applied to enhancement devices. Pinchoff voltage 
is reminiscent of the junction FET (a depletion-mode device) and, as such, has some 
precedent established for its use. In common parlance, the pinchoff voltage of a deple
tion device is the gate voltage required to suppress the drain current from its initial value 
of I DSS to approximately zero. This is shown on the characteristic curves of Fig. 1-3b 
as approximately +3 V. 

With the advent of the P-channel enhancement device, the term "threshold" has 
become prevalent in field-effect terminology, the threshold being roughly that gate volt
age necessary to initiate conduction. 

A problem exists in that the origin of the transfer curve is given separate designations, 
depending upon whether it is to the left or to the right of V G = O. (See Fig. 1-4.) 

Since the same set of equations describes either enhancement-mode or depletion-mode 
operation (with only a change in sign for the turn-on voltage) and since the two types of 
devices operate in essentiaJly the same way, the author will use V p and V th interchangea
bly. Because most MOS devices operate in the enhancement mode, the term "thres
hold" will dominate throughout this book. However, when it clarifies matters to use the 
term "pinchoff," it will certainly be used. 

t Assuming that punchthrough does not exist. 
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Fig. 1-7. Basic logic gates: (a) NOR, (b) 
NAND. (a) (b) 

tions, create flip-flops and memory elements, implement timing delays, and in 
general perform all the functions necessary for digital control. 

NOR-logic implementation is the best suited to MOS circuit design. More 
efficient use of space, as compared with NAND logic, can be cited as the reason. 
Figure 1-8 shows a combination NAND-NOR gate together with a diagrammatic 
layout. Because of the series arrangement, Ql-Qa must have three times the gain 
of Q4 in order to reduce the total ON resistance to the equivalent of a single 

1--2.0 mils--j 

I 
5.8 mils 

1 
area N-type substrate 

~ 5mils 

(a) ( b) 

Fig. 1-8. Combination NAND-NOR gate with a physical layout (scale drawing). 
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[

GG 

~VDD 

IlL T Fig. 1-9. Cross-coupled Rip-Rop made from two basic 
-=- NOR gates. 

parallel device. This leads to three times the area per device in the series arrange
ment shown. 

Combining NOR gates, as in Fig. 1-9, results in a cross-coupled flip-flop. Cross
coupling resistors are eliminated because of the extremely high input resistance. 
Speedup capacitors are also unnecessary. Low-gain MaS transistors are used as 
load resistors. Values as high as 200 kn are obtainable in this manner. The 
load gates can be returned either to the drain or to a separate supply. Reducing 
V DD and returning the load gates to a separate supply result in lower power and 
higher-speed operation. 

1-4 SPEED 

The speed limitation of MaS circuits is due entirely to stray circuit capacitance 
and the inability of the MOSFET to charge and discharge this capacitance. In
trinsic cutoff frequencies of MaS devices themselves are in the order of 1 GHz 
or higher. Currently, however, one rarely observes commercial MaS circuits in 
operation much above 2 MHz. (An exception is four-phase circuitry, which can 
operate close to 10 MHz.) In contrast, bipolar les often operate an order of 
magnitude or more faster then MaS circuits. The basic reason for the difference 
in speed is that the bipolar has a higher gm, or gain per unit area, than does the 
MOS. A comparison of bipolar-MaS transconductance as a function of device 
current dramatically illustrates the gain superiority of the bipolar device (see 
Fig. 1-10). For typical integrated-device sizes, the bipolar has from 10 to 500 
times the gm of the MaS, depending upon the current level. The MaS gain can 
be increased by increasing its width; however, since capacitance as well as gm is a 
linear function of area, capacitance also increases. 

A typical switching waveform of an MaS inverter is shown in Fig. 1-11. The 
turn-on time, controlled by the driver device, is normally much shorter than the 
turn-off time of the load. In fact, tON can generally be ignored in comparison 
with tOFF. Two factors contribute to the fact that tOFF ~ tON. First, the resist
ance of the load device is typically a factor of 10 greater than that of the driver. 
This implies that for a given stray capacitance, the time constant for the load is 10 
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gm ~ ./2.Bllol MaS 

Bipolar 

10,0001--------+------+-

1,000 I-------+___ 

10 

10 100 1,000 

Fig. 1·10. Comparison of bipolar and MOS transcondudance. 

~Voo 

LJ~oad 

j '~;'m' +kr- -~ Vin t- ~ 

- Q"d'i~fl 

+ 
Vout ---t-tr==",,--:" 

Fig. 1·11. Basic inverter showing typical switching waveform. 
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times greater than that for the driver. Second, the gate-to-source controlling 
bias of the driver remains constant at -Vin during switching. In the load case, 
the control voltage is modulated by the output (source) voltage in such a way as to 
reduce the gain of the load as the output increases. Ql can be described as a 
nonlinear resistor whose value increases as the voltage across Cstray increases. 
These two factors taken together show that the load charging time is responsible 
for restricting MOS circuits to low-frequency operation. Fortunately, there are 
a number of things that can be done to reduce the deleterious transient effects of 
an MOS load. 

1·5 COMPLEMENTARY STRUCTURES 

Complementary MOS technology has long been regarded as the ideal solution 
to many of the difficulties encountered in single-polarity MOS complex ICs. A 
complementary gate draws approximately zero standby power, making it useful 
for low-power applications, particularly large, active memories; switching speed is 
significantly lower than in the case of single polarity; circuit voltages swing the 
full supply voltage, making two supplies unnecessary; and finally, the output 
driving impedance is considerably lower than for the single-polarity case. To the 
circuit designer, these advantages make complementary circuits very attractive. 
However, complementary technology is not without severe drawbacks. 

The major difficulty at the present time is the technology required to fabricate 
similar complementary devices. N- and P-channel devices inherently have dif
ferent characteristics when fabricated together; i.e., N-channel devices are deple
tion mode, while P-channel devices are enhancement mode. The added processing, 
such as additional diffusions and photomasking steps, necessary to achieve mono
lithic complementary circuits increases the cost and reduces the yield-undesirable 
factors in terms of both manufacturer and customer. Additional drawbacks are: 

1. Because both polarity devices exist side by side, some form of isolation 
(not necessary in single-polarity circuits) must be used, resulting in a 
significant increase in area per function. 

2. The number of devices required to implement a given function is greater 
than in the single-polarity case. 

A complementary inverter is shown in Fig. 1-12. Both devices are of the en
hancement type. When the input is low, the N-channel device has its gate 
returned to the source and is off. The gate of the P-channel device, however, is 
returned to the most negative potential in the circuit (ground) and is thus turned 
on. Under these conditions, the output goes high and is inverted with respect to 
the input. When the input goes high, the N-channel device is turned on and the 
P-channel device is off, resulting in a low output. Notice that in either case, one 
device is on (presenting a low driving-point impedance to Cstray) and the other 
device is off (limiting the static current drain, and thus the power, to the leakage 
value). 
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1-6 THE FUTURE OF MOS TECHNOLOGY* 

For the MaS to have a future, it must be able to offer an advantage over 
existing bipolar lOs. In general, the advantage will not be in performance. 
Bipolars, because of their low threshold voltage, high transconductance, and low 
saturation voltage, will outperform MaS circuits when compared on a speed
power figure-of-merit basis. The advantage offered by MaS technology will be 
lower cost. This will be achieved through the ability of MaS technology to 
integrate more functions on a given chip and to give consistently higher processing 
yields than today's technology allows. 

1. Discrete Devices and "Discrete Gates. It The demand for discrete MaS devices 
will be small when compared with that for lOs. Discretes will be used in (1) 
analog switches, because of the theoretically zero offset voltage; (2) high-frequency 
amplification, where noise is low and the square-law characteristic is desirable; 
and (3) certain isolated cases, such as the interfacing between MaS-bipolar circuits 
or where the unique property of the device (i.e., the extremely high input resist
ance) can be used to advantage. 

Along the same line of reasoning, there will be virtually no demand for packaged 
single-gate functions-the reason being that the performance would be so poor 
and the cost so close to the cost of present bipolar circuits that no advantage for 
using MaS would exist. 

2. Integrated Circuits. The volume MaS market will be in the area of large, com
plex lOs operating at slow-to-medium speeds. These lOs will be complete func
tions representing small systems or subsystems. Integration of a complete func
tion on a chip allows all interconnections to be made on that chip. Thus only 
the signal and power leads need be brought out of the package. As the number 
of leads decreases, the package cost decreases. The cost of testing complex lOs, 
which can make up a very substantial portion of the total cost, is largely dependent 
upon the number of signal pins in the package. As the number of pins increases, 
so does the time that is required to test all combinations and permutations. The 

* All comments in this section apply to single-polarity P-channel 1Cs, except comment 
No.6, which applies to the complementary technology. 
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ideal situation is the case of a large, complex Ie having one input and one output. 
Here the signal is fed into the circuit, operated upon in some complex manner, 
modified, and then presented at the output. The serial shift register (SR) is the 
classical-and most illustrated-example. Here a pulse is shifted into the register, 
stored for a predetermined time (milliseconds, minutes, even days), and then, upon 
command, presented at the output, ready for use. Each bit in the SR string 
drives an identical bit, so that internal wiring and layout problems, capacitance, 
large output buffers, and operating tests are kept to a minimum. 

The SR, although an extremely useful function, represents the extreme case 
for a minimum number of leads. More typically, a complex Ie has a number of 
input and output leads. An example is the binary-to-decimal decoder illustrated 
in Fig. 5-25. Here the circuit requires 8 input and 15 output signal leads in 
addition to the power leads. 

3. Custom Design. As integrated functions on a single chip become larger and 
more complex, they also become more specialized and therefore more restricted 
to a given application. Hence custom-designed circuits will dominate the MOS 
Ie market. It seems to the author that it is possible for system companies (both 
large and small) to do their own MOS Ie design. This is definitely not the case 
in bipolar Ie design. One major difference between MOS and bipolar complex 
Ie technology is thus emphasized-the ease with which an idea is reduced to 
practice is more than an order of magnitude greater in the MOS world. The 
customer will do more of the design himself. A notable exception will be SRs 
that are sold "by the foot." 

The question of who will do MOS design in the future has been given a very 
colorful answer by Seely and Wanlass in the following quote: 1.* 

The above considerations have prompted a chemist to remark that he could much 
more readily design an MOS circuit than he could a conventional transistor circuit 
to perform the same function. The same sort of thing holds true when it comes to 
a comparison of MOS and bipolar integrated-circuit design. Given the proper 
design rules, a good digital designer can learn to engineer his own circuits only after 
a few hours instruction. This alone almost guarantees the future of MOS, since 
it puts the burden of design creativity back in the lap of the practicing engineer, 
where it belongs. In effect, design engineers will be given a new dimension in which 
to exercise their creativity. 

4. Complex Integrated-circuit vs. Array Technology. t In general, to gain the grea t
est advantage from MOS technology, the concept of the complex Ie will be used. 
A basic tenet of this concept is the design, layout, and fabrication of the complete 
function in the smallest possible area. The function is specialized to do only one 
job, which it does efficiently. The unit is handled, tested, and packaged as a 

* Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the Bibliography at the end of the 
chapter. 

t See Ref. 2 for an expanded discussion. 
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complete function. For the function to work, 100 percent of the components 
within the function must work. If the function does not work, it is discarded. 

On the other side of the fence is array technology. Here the idea is to fabricate 
a large number of basic building blocks (such as simple gates), test each block, 
catalog the working units, and interconnect these units (bypassing the malfunc
tioning ones) into complete functional systems or subsystems. Until now, the 
main effort of array technology has been directed toward bipolar circuits (with a 
few notable exceptions). Now, this does not mean that the MaS will not be used 
in array technology. It does mean that the basic unit cell will be much larger 
(functionally) than in the present bipolar case. (Here the unit cell might be a 
simple four-input gate.) Consider an example where a customer requires 500 bits 
of serial SR. Strings of 50 bits each (300 transistors) might be considered as the 
basic building block; i.e., compound units of 50 bits are probed as a single unit. 
Ten working strings would then be connected serially (in a separate masking step) 
for the required total of 500 bits. 

5. Toward Faster Circuits. Because the speed of the MaS is close to 100 times 
below its theoretical limit, the next few years will show more dramatic improve
ments in speed in MaS technology than in bipolar technology. This is simply a 
way of saying that it will be easier to achieve an order-of-magnitude increase in 
speed in the MaS area than in the bipolar area. Significant speed improvements 
will come about in the following four areas: (1) circuit innovation, i.e., "tricks" 
the circuit designer can do to increase performance while not actually changing 
the process-such as returning the load gates to separate supplies or multiphase 
clocking schemes; (2) new materials, such as GaAs, which exhibit a higher mobility 
than silicon; (3) new and improved gate dielectrics that are thinner and have a 
higher dielectric constant than the currently used silicon oxide; and (4) new tech
nologies, such as dielectric isolation or silicon on sapphire to reduce the stray 
capacitance or a method to control and increase the surface mobility of currently 
used materials. 

6. Complementary MOS. Complementary lCs will not have the major impact 
on the market that single-polarity P-channel circuits have had or will have. 
Because of the sacrifice necessary in the yield (more processing steps), comple
mentary circuits will be higher-cost items than single-polarity circuits. Also, with 
the increased area that is necessary per function, any size or yield advantage over 
the bipolar is greatly reduced. Complementary circuitry will thus be forced to 
compete with bipolars more in the area of performance than in cost. Comple
mentary MaS technology will make inroads into low-power low-duty-cycle digital 
functions such as large, active memory applications, where power must be con
served. One can predict that the complementary MaS will dominate the high
performance, high-cost MaS market, while the single-polarity P-channel MaS 
will be sought after by the larger, general-purpose, low-cost market. 

7. Advances in MOS-device Technology. So versatile is the MOSFET that 
numerous new devices, circuits, and techniques will emerge from today's tech
nology. While the MaS is normally thought of as a low-gain, small-signal device, 
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Fig. 1-14. MOS power transistor. 
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practical power devices-capable of 50 to 100 W-have already been demon
strated. Exotic devices such as MaS Thyristors (SOR), transducers, negative
resistance elements, and MaS tunneling devices will begin to appear on the scene. 

The wide variety of MaS devices and the many combinations that are possible 
on a single chip certainly indicate the versatility of this new technology. Linear 
and digital devices fabricated together will enable functions such as analog-to
digital conversion to be carried out on single monolithic chips. Small signal and 
power devices will routinely be fabricated together to form cOl.ilJ'lete amplifiers. 
Oombinations of MaS and bipolar technologies will offer improved performance by 
utilizing the outstanding features of each type of device. Examples of useful 
combinations are (1) very high MaS resistance values in bipolar circuits, (2) 
bipolar output buffers in complex MaS ros, and (3) M-O-S structures in con
junction with a planar bipolar device for improved gain, stability, and breakdown 
properties of the bipolar device. 

8. Examples of Current MOS Device and Circuit Technology. Figures 1-13 and 1-14 
illustrate what is currently available in the area of sophisticated MaS circuitry 
and devices. Figure 1-13 is a photograph of a complex MaS integrated circuit. 
This unit is a 64-bit dynamic SR requiring two clocks for operation. The SR, 
consisting of 413 devices, is a single-input serial register with four f>eparate outputs, 
all on a silicon bar 60 X 100 mils. 

A large-geometry MaS power transistor is shown in Fig. 1-14, both in chip 
form and mounted on a power header. The device exhibits a typical transcon
ductance of 1,000,000 JLmhos and requires a chip 90 X 120 mils. Frequency 
characteristics are excellent as illustrated by the fact that the device switches 
1 A < 20 ns. This MOSFET is capable of switching 1 to 3 A at 35 to 45 V. 

9. In Summary. MaS complex ros will make up a significant portion of the 10 
market within the next few years. The MaS will gain in volume not so much by 
replacing present bipolar ros but by expanding the market. Areas will open up 
that have previously been closed to electronics for economic reasons. Applica
tions, such as digital filters and digital differential analyzers, requiring vast quanti
ties of transistors will now become economically feasible. The MaS will be able 
to make dramatic inroads into areas that have been dominated by mechanical 
methods; a prime example is the small desk calculator. 
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Theory of Operation 

Because of the nature of this book, a somewhat simplified, first-order-approxi
mation theory will suffice rather than a long and laborious "complete" analysis. 
A number of approximations will be made which greatly simplify the model of the 
MOS field effect. This approach will facilitate the understanding of the basic 
principles of the MOS device. When additional effects, not predicted by the 
simple theory, are considered, they are discussed separately in order not to make 
the analysis too large and unwieldy. One can fast become bogged down in exces
sive algebraic manipulations and lose sight of the real goal of this chapter-an 
understanding of the workings of the MOS. For those interested in a more 
comprehensive study of the MOS structure, the author refers the reader to an 
excellent paper by Ihantola and Molp·* . 

The following analysis is divided into two sections: The first gives a qualitative 
description of the internal workings of the MOS; the second concentrates on a 
quantitative discussion which, in due course, derives the characteristic equations 
describing the MOS. 

Approximations used to describe the MOS model are as follows: 

1. Mobility of current carriers in the channel is constant. 
2. The variation of the channel thickness is small along the length of the 

channel. 
3. The thickness of the dielectric over the channel region is assumed to be 

much greater than the channel thickness. 
4. Parasitic resistances (such as in the source) are assumed to be so small as to 

be negligible. 
5. The channel is completely shielded from the drain, so no drain-to-channel 

feedback exists. 
6. Doping of the substrate is uniform and nondegenerate. 

* Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the Bibliography at the end of the 
chapter. 
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7. The drain current consists only of channel current. Leakage currents are 
neglected. 

8. The gate dielectric is considered to be a perfect insulator. 
9. Throughout this book, extrinsic conditions which affect the conduction 

properties-such as oxide traps, silicon surface states, interface energy 
states, ionic centers within the oxide, and work-function differences-will 
be lumped together into a single effective charge term, Qss. Furthermore, 
Qss is Rssumed to be constant and located at the silicon-oxide interface. 

2-1 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS* 

Even though the following analysis refers specifically to a P-channel MOS on 
an N-type substrate (for convenience), the resulting equations are applicable to 
both N-channel and P-channel devices. There are three distinct conditions or 
regions occurring within the semiconductor, at the surface, that are important to 
MOS operation. They are the accumulation, depletion, and inversion regions 
and are controlled by the external bias on the gate electrode. Generally, for an 
oxide-passivated surface, surface states or energy states at the silicon-oxide inter
face act as ionized donors3 whose effect is the same as a positive applied gate 
voltage. 

Figure 2-1a shows the MOS structure used in this discussion. Drain-to-source 
voltage is assumed to be so small as to be negligible. The energy-band diagram 
of a P-channel device under zero applied gate voltage is shown in Fig. 2-1b. Here 
and in the following band diagrams, the intrinsic level (P = N = ni) is designated 
as Ei and is assumed to be halfway between the conduction-band energy Eo and 
the valence-band energy Ev. Because or the positive surface-state charge, nega
tive electrons from within the N-type bulk are attracted to and accumulate at the 
surface (x = 0). Accumulation results in a downward bending of the conduction 
and valence. bands. The closer Ee is bent toward the Fermi level, which is set 
by the substrate doping, the heavier the surface concentration of electrons becomes. 
Figure 2-1c illustrates the charge-density distribution. The positive charge per 
unit surface area (Qss) must be exactly balanced out by the negative charge 
accumulated near the silicon surface (QA). (Charge distributions are approxi
mated by 0 functions.) If a small positive bias is now applied to the gate, 
additional band bending and accumulation result. Again, the total positive 
charge must equal the total negative charge so as to maintain charge neutrality 
(QG + Qss + QA = 0; see Fig. 2-1d). 

If a negative voltage is applied to the gate such that it just counters the effect 
of Qss, then no bending of the bands exists, a condition which is known as the 
flat-band case (Fig. 2-1e and f) (cp. = 0). Further application of a negative gate 
voltage repels from the channel region the mobile electrons associated with donor 
centers, causing a depletion region to form. The band diagram and charge picture 

* This discussion follows, in part, that presented by Grove et al.2 
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Fig. 2-1. Energy-band and charge-distribution diagrams describing MOS operation: (a) Structure of. 
the device used in this Figure. (b) Energy-band diagram for the accumulation condition due to surface 
states. (c) Charge-density distribution due to surface states. (d) Charge-density distribution due to 
surface states in addition to positive applied gate voltage. (e) Energy-band diagram for the flat-band 
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depletion case. (h) Charge-density distribution for the depletion case. (i) Energy-band diagram 
for the inversion case. (j) Charge-density distribution for the inversion case. 
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for this case are shown in Fig. 2-1g and h. When an electron is removed from 
its donor atom, the ionized atom is left with a net positive charge. Thus the 
charge in the depletion region is shown as a positive charge, QD, in Fig. 2-1h. 
When the intrinsic Fermi level Ei is bent just enough to intersect the Fermi level 
at x = 0, the surface has gone from its initial N-type concentration to intrinsic 
(where P = N). (CPs is now equal to CPF.) Additional negative gate bias does 
not extend the depletion region so much as it induces positive mobile holes at the 
surface. It is important to note that depletion-region charge and mobile-surface 
(channel) charge are of the same polarity (positive) and thus their effects add. 
The sum of these two charge regions must just balance the net charge stored in the 
oxide (Qss) and on the gate (QG) so as to maintain an electrically neutral system. 
As the gate bias is increased in the negative direction, a larger and larger percentage 
of the charge within the semiconductor is contributed by the mobile holes. (See 
Fig. 2-1i and j.) 

Until Ei = E F , mobile electrons still outnumber mobile holes. Beyond this 
point, electrons are suppressed below the intrinsic level while holes in the channel 
region are raised above this level. As will be seen later, conduction between the 
P+-type source and drain (by P-type carriers) does not become significant until 
holes dominate and provide the conducting path. One can label the onset of 
conduction (or the apparent onset of conduction, as will be discussed later; see 
Fig. 2-14) as the threshold voltage Vth and define it as where the surface potential 
goes through intrinsic to a value of CPs = 2cpF. The threshold voltage is thus the 
gate voltage that produces a gate charge which just counterbalances the charge 
contained in surface states and in a depletion region that supports a voltage of 
2cpF. Further increases in gate voltage past Vth result in an increase in the number 
of holes, thus enhancing conduction between the source and drain. 

It must be kept in mind that the start of actual conduction is not an abrupt 
process, in which the channel is completely depleted of carriers at a given gate 
voltage V G and then immediately acquires a finite inversion layer at a small 
increase in the magnitude of V G. The minority and majority carriers within the 
channel are increasing and decreasing continuously and at a finite rate for changes 
in the gate voltage. Goldberg described the situation very nicely when he said, 
"The transition from depletion to inversion is a continuous process, and one must 
be aware of the fact that the minority carrier concentration increases as the 
majority carrier concentration decreases and that carriers are always present." * 

Examination of the gate capacitance as a function of the gate voltage can yield 
additional insight into the physical operation of the MOS. Starting with the 
accumulation condition, Fig. 2-2a shows that the metal gate and the accumulation 
layer at the silicon surface form a simple parallel-plate capacitor with a separation 
distance of tox and a normalized value of C/Co = 1. Capacitance is measured 
at the gate, with the source, drain, and substrate grounded. As negative gate 
bias is applied, the depletion region that forms tends to separate the two plates 

* From Ref. 8, p. 594. 
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Fig. 2-2. Diagrams illustrating the position of charge under the gate as a function of bias: (a) accumula
tion case; (b) depletion case; (c) inversion case; Cd) C vs. Va plot of MOS gate showing the three 
characteristic regions together with a plot of V!ID! VS. Va. 

of the capacitor and reduce the capacitance (see Fig. 2-2b). (The two plates are 
now the gate electrode and the bulk silicon at the edge of the depletion region. 
Separation is tox + XD.) Further application of a negative gate bias attracts holes 
to the surface (inversion), which in effect decreases the distance separating the 
two plates, thus increasing capacitance. 

A typical C-V plot is shown in Fig. 2-2d. Region I corresponds to the accumu
lation region, region II to the depletion region, and region III to the inversion 
region. Notice how the capacitance decreases during the transition from accumu
lation through depletion as the space-charge region forms. At rP. > 2rPF, the 
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Fig. i-3. (a) Diagrammatic sketch of an MOS showing dimensions and diredions used for analysis. 
(b) Diagram illustrating the intrinsic and extrinsic elements of an MOS. 

charge in the depletion region becomes insignificant compared with the total 
charge as inversion sets in. The rapid increase in capacitance illustrates how 
sensitive a function the accumulation layer is to applied gate voltage. Once a 
significant accumulation layer has formed, the capacitance becomes fixed at 
approximately C/Co = 1 and is shown to be independent of further gate voltage 
increases. * 

In addition to the C vs. V G plot, Fig. 2-2d shows the plot of ~ vs. V G. 

As will be demonstrated later, the MOS is a square-law device that exhibits a 
straight-line relationship when the- square root of current is plotted as a function 
of the gate voltage. Extrapolation of this straight-line curve to the point where 
I D = 0 defines the threshold voltage, or the apparent onset of conduction. In 
this case, Vth = -2.97 V. Projecting upward from V th to the capacitance plot 
shows where the surface potential reaches a value of 2cf>F. 

i-i QUANTITATIVE ANALYSISt 

1. Triode Region. Figure 2-3a shows an idealized device together with the coor
dinate system that is used in the analysis. A brief outline of the "plan of attack" 
used to derive the device equations is as follows: 

1. The channel-current density is integrated over a cross section of the channel 
(W dx) to obtain the current. 

* For a further discussion of C vs. V, see Refs. 2, 5, and 6. 
t This discussion follows, in part, that presented by Sah.8 
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2. Channel current is now a function of the charge in the channel. 
3. This charge is found by summing all the system charge to zero. 
4. Charge is now related to the gate voltage by the use of Gauss' law. 
5. The expression for channel current can now be integrated over the length 

L of the channel. 
6. Channel current can now be equated to the external terminal current. 

Channel current can be written as 

Ie = WfJe(x,y) dx (2-1) 

where W indicates channel width in the z direction. W is perpendicular to the 
direction of current flow. 

From Ohm's law, 

J e(X,y) = u(x)Ey = qp,pp(x)Ey 

so that Ie = Wfqp,pEyp(x) dx, or 

Ie = Wqp,pEyfp(x) dx 

[p,p is constant and independent of x (approximation No.1). 
number, while P,n is negative.] 

Now ElI = -(dVjdy), so that 

dV J -Ie = Wp,p dy q p(x) dx 

(2-2) 

(2-3) 

p,p is a positive 

(2-4) 

where qf p(x) dx represents the mobile charge per unit area in the channel. The 
problem is now reduced to evaluating qfp(x) dx. Since the total MOS-system 
charge must be zero for a neutral system, the sum of all the charge must equal zero: 

QG + Qss + Qe + QD = 0 (2-5) 

where QG + Qss represents all the charge outside of the semiconductor material 
proper and Qe + QD represents all the charge within the semiconductor material. 
The channel charge is thus 

-Qe = QG + Qss + QD (2-6) 

The charge induced by the gate can be related to the gate voltage by Gauss' 
law, which states 

i Eox dS = Qtotal 
'J' Eo:.: 

(2-7) 

This says that integrating the E field over a given surface (in this case, the gate 
or channel area) gives the charge under the area, divided by the dielectric constant 
(gate material in this case). In Eq. (2-7), Eo'1£. is considered constant at a given 
distance y (approximation No.3) and dS integrates to the differential gate area 
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W dy, so that the relation between E and channel charge is 

EOXEOX W dy = Qtotal 

Eox is defined as 

where dVox = voltage across the oxide 
dx = oxide thickness 

Now 

where ~x = +tox 

~Vox = -[VG - V(y)] 

So that _ dVox = + VG - V(y) 
dx tox 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

(The voltage across the oxide is simply the gate voltage minus the voltage on the 
channel. Channel voltage will be a function of the distance in the y direction, 
ranging from V D at the drain to zero volts at the source.) 

Inserting Eq. (2-9) into Eq. (2-8) and letting Eox/tox = C (capacitance per unit 
area) yield 

QG = [VG - V(y)]C (2-10) 

Equation (2-10) relates the product of the gate capacitance per unit area and the 
voltage across the oxide to the charge per unit area under the gate. 

The gate charge found in Eq. (2-10) is substituted into Eq. (2-6): 

Qo = -[VG - V(y)]C - (Qss + QD) (2-11) 

Equation (2-11) is a mathematical statement of the amount of mobile charge 
contained in the channel per unit area. Keep in mind that this is the charge 
that allows conduction between the source and the drain. Qo will be enhanced 
by the gate voltage V G, decreased by the channel voltage created by the drain 
supply, V(y), decreased by the charge stored in the depletion region beneath the 
channel, QD, and either increased or decreased by Qss, depending upon its polarity. 
Later it will be interesting to investigate the condition required to cause the 
channel charge to go to zero. 

Note that Qo = qfp(x) dx, which is the desired quantity of Eq. (2-4). Sub
stituting Eq. (2-11) into Eq. (2-4) yields 

dV 
-10 = WJkp dy {-[VG - V(y)]C - (Qss + QD)} (2-12) 
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Factoring out C, 

Ie dy = W J,£pC dV {[Va - V(y)] + Qss t QD} (2-13) 

Equation (2-13) can now be integrated between 0 and L for the length and between 
o and V D for the voltage: 

Ie loL dy = WJ,£pC [ Va IOVD dV - IOVD V(y) dV + Qss t QD IOVD dV] 

IeL = WJ,£pC(VaVD - YzVD2 + Qss t QD VD) 

Now C = Co/WL and 

(2-14) 

where V th = -(Qss + QD)/C. (The threshold-voltage term will be discussed in 
more detail in Sec. 2-3.) 

Equation (2-14) can also be written as 

Ie = -,8[-(VG - Vth)VD + YzVD2] (2-15) 

h R WEoxJ,£p were I' = --
Ltox 

(Because of the sign convention for J,£, {Jp is positive and 

,8 .. is negative.) Now the channel current of Eq. (2-15) is related to the drain 
current of Fig. 2-3a by the equation Ie + I D = 0 or Ie = - I D. The final form 
of the equation for the drain current of a device in the triode region can be written 
as 

I ID = -,8[(Va - V th ) V D - YzV D2] 1* 

(See Table 2-1 for a summary of MOS-device equations.) 

(2-16) 

* Equation (2-16) assumes no drain or source resistance (approximation No.4). At 
this point, it is easy to include the effects of a given parasitic resistance Rd and Rs. 
These extrinsic elements are illustrated in Fig. 2-3b, where they are shown to be "out
side" of the intrinsic MOS device. Equation (2-13) is integrated from 0 to L on the 
left-hand side and from V~ to V~ on the right-hand side. This integration yields 

(2-16a) 

which represents the triode-region drain current. Equation (2-16a) can be related to 
the terminal voltages by including the two additional equations 

V~ = lsR. 

The saturation drain current can be written as 

(Va - Vp )2 
1D = -~ --____ ----;======= 

1 - ~R.(VG - Vp ) + VI - 2~R8(VG - V p ) 
(2-16b) 
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Fig. 2-4. Calculated characteristics of an MOS. 

Equation (2-16) was used to generate the triode portion of the characteristic 
curves for a P-channel device which are shown in Fig. 2-4. A simple numerical 
example will illustrate the calculation of point P 1 in the figure. 

Assuming {3 = +880.umhos/V, VG - Vth = -5 V, V D = -2 V, 

ID = -8.8 X 1O-4[ +( -5)( -2) - 7'2 X 22] 
ID = -7.04 rnA 

The output current in the triode region depends upon the drain voltage, and 
hence the drain-source terminals are like a resistor whose value depends upon the 
gate bias. Using a small-signal approximation, the resistance is linear and adjusta
ble. Close to the origin and when [VDI« IVG - Vthl, the resistive character
istics are quite linear over a range of voltages and currents. Since the curves pass 
through the origin, the characteristics suggest that the MOS can be used as a 
voltage-controlled d-c, as well as a-c, resistor. (See Fig. 3-9.) 

Equation (2-16) was derived on the basis of the gradual channel approximation 
(approximation No.2) and is valid only for the case where IV Dl « IV G - Vthl. * 

* A more "exact" analysis by Ihantola1 points out that, while Eq. (2-16) is valid 
near the origins, it is only an approximation near the point of saturation. To improve 
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When 1 V DI ~ 1 V G - V pi, t the device enters the saturation or pinchoff region and 
a different device model applies. Equation (2-16) is also not valid in the low
current region when V G ,......, V th • Here the inversion layer is not yet fully formed, 
and the gate electric field terminates on comparable quantities of mobile charge 
(in the channel area) and immobile charge (in the depletion region beneath the 
channel). Because of this fact, the gate voltage no longer controls the channel 
conductance in the manner stated by Eq. (2-16). The lower boundary on the 
gate voltage such that Eq. (2-16) is still valid occurs where the channel carrier 
concentration is just equal to the bulk doping; that is, pchannel = N D. This occurs 
when the intrinsic Fermi level has been bent such that CPs = 2cpF. (See Figs. 
2-1i and 2-2d. Also see Refs. 1, 4, and 7 to 9.) This subject will be covered in 
more detail in Sec. 2-3. 

2. Saturation Region. For a given gate voltage such that IV GI > IVthl, as the 
drain voltage is increased in magnitude from zero volts, the drain current increases 
linearly at first, then slows down, and finally tends to level out as IV DI is made 
large. The leveling out of the drain current is associated with the pinching off of 
the channel near the drain. Once the channel has pinched off, the current is 
said to have saturated at a given level and is then, to a first approximation, 
independent of drain voltage. Pinchoff occurs because the voltage across the 
oxide falls below a critical value. The channel IR drop is the factor causing the 
reduction in electric field. When Eox is decreased to such a value that it cannot 
support sufficient mobile charge in a given portion of the channel, then that region 
decreases to (approximately) zero thickness and is said to have pinched off. The 
general shape of the inversion layer is illustrated in Fig. 1-l. 

There are two methods for approximating the mathematical boundary between 
the triode and saturation regions. The first method involves letting the charge 
in the channel go to zero. This can be seen mathematically by setting Eq. (2-11) 
equal to zero. Because the channel voltage 

[V G - V(y)]C = Qss + QD (2-17) 

is highest at the drain, pinchoff will begin at the drain as IV DI is increased. V(y) 
in Eq. (2-17) can thus be replaced by YD. Rearranging the terms of Eq. (2-17) 

the accuracy near saturation or pinchoff, Ihantola gives a more precise equation: 

When IV nl »21t/>FI, Eq. (2-16c) reduces to a simpler form: 

(2-16d) 

t See Eq. (2-18). 
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gives the relationship 

I V D = Va - V p I (2-18) 

where V p = -(Qss + QD)/C.* 
Equation (2-18) states mathematically the boundary line between the triode 

and saturation regions which is shown plotted in Fig. 2-4. To the right of this 
line, the MOS is in saturation and IV DI > I Va - V pi, while to the left of this line, 
operation is in the triode region, where IV DI < IVa - V pl. 

The second method for defining the saturation-triode boundary can be found 
by examining Eq. (2-16). For a given gate and threshold voltage, the magnitude 
of the drain current increases as IV DI is increased from zero volts. Initially, the 
(Va - Vth)VD term dominates the expression, resulting in the increase of IIDI. 
Soon, however, the quadratic term becomes significant, with the result that the 
rate of increase of the current falls off. At some drain voltage, [I D[ will reach a 
maximum. Past this point, the equation predicts a decrease. However, at the 
maximum-current point, the device has reached saturation and the device model 
and equations change. This is why a decrease in current is not seen. To illus
trate this point, Eq. (2-16) is plotted past the point V D = Va - V p on Fig. 2-4 
for the condition Va - V p = -3 V. To find the maximum of lID! from Eq. 
(2-16), the expression can be differentiated with respect to the drain voltage and 
set equal to zero. Solving the resulting expression yields the result already stated 
in Eq. (2-18), namely, V D = Va - V p. 

Once saturation has been reached, the voltage drop across the inverted portion 
of the channel tends to remain fixed at Va - V P, while V D varies. To a first 
approximation, this constant voltage across a constant channel resistance results 
in a constant drain current. Once saturation has been reached, the output char
acteristic curves (such as those of Fig. 2-4) can be approximated by horizontal 
lines. The equation for the current in saturation can be found by placing 
V D = Va - V p into Eq. (2-16), which results in 

(2-19) 

* Notice that the pinchoff voltage given is exactly the same as the threshold voltage 
of Eq. (2-14). Refer to the footnote in Sec. 1-2 regarding pinchoff and threshold voltages. 

t Equation (2-19) was derived from Eq. (2-16), and as such it does not include any 
dependence upon the %IKII[(IVDI + 21cf>FI)% - (21cf>FI)%] term in Eq. (2-16c). An 
analysis carried out by Greene and Soldano1o includes the above term and leads to 
increased accuracy of Eq. (2-19): 

(2-19a) 
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Equation (2-19) is valid for \VDJ 2': \VG - VpJ. (See Table 2-1 for a summary 
of MOS-device equations.) 

Equation (2-19) shows a square-law dependence of the drain current upon the 
gate voltage, and it also indicates that the drain current is independent of the 
drain voltage. (See Fig. 2-5 for the square-law transfer characteristic.) The 
saturation region, as shown in Fig. 2-4 by dotted lines, is derived from Eq. (2-19). 
Actual output characteristics of a P-channel MOS device indicate that the drain 
current is not constant and is, in fact, a function of the drain voltage. Thus a 
device model must be developed which will take into account the finite output 
impedance displayed in Fig. 2-6. 

Enhancement 
mode 

Vth or Vp 

Substrate 

Vlth 

Vss 

N channel 

Enhancement Depletion 

+ 

+ 

P-doped 

+ 

Depletion 
mode 

P channel 

Enhancement Depletion 

+ 

+ 

+ 

N-doped 

*Oss is generally an ionized donor and thus acts as a positive charge center. 
The above table was formed on the basis that there were no "added" effects 
such as channel doping ta modify Vth and that 10ssl > 1001 

Figure 2.5 .. 
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In an MOS transistor operating in current saturation, there are two major feed
back components contributing to charge control in the channel ... region. One 
is a direct electrostatic coupling between the drain electrode and the [channel] . . . 
by way of a near insulating substrate. . . . The other is a modulation of the length 
of the [channel] ... with drain voltage. 

These two effects are in "parallel"; which effect dominates will depend upon the 
particular structure under consideration. * 

Channel-length Modulation. Figure 2-7 shows a drawing of the channel region 
used in developing a model for the finite output impedance exhibited by the 
MOSFET in saturation. Two principal features of the drawing are (1) the deple
tion width extends into the region of the channel and is a function of the drain 
voltage, and (2) the channel extending from the source has a voltage developed 
across it that is independent of the drain potential (to a first approximation). 
LT defines the total channel length, from source to drain. L' is the distance from 

* From Ref. 11, p. 136. 

Conductive channel 
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Gate voltage is held constant at VG 

Metal gate 

Drain voltage Vo is variable 

Oxide 

Drain 
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......... -----------
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drain depletion region 

Vo - (VG -Vth) is supported across the 
depletion region at the surface 
between the channel and the drain 

Metallurgical 
junction 

Depletion-region boundary 

Fis.2-7. Pictorial model used in the analysis for finite output impedance. 
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the edge of the channel, at pinchoff, to the drain. LT - L' represents the effective 
channel length. 

It was stated earlier that the voltage across the pinched-off channel tends to 
remain fixed at VG - V th , as shown in Fig. 2-7. Any difference in the drain 
potential and the voltage across the channel must be taken up across a depletion 
region at the surface, which is designated L'. The voltage supported by this 
region is V D - (V G - V th). As V D increases, L' must also increase to absorb the 
additional voltage. Thus a modulation of L' by the drain voltage results in a 
modulation of the effective channellength1 (L = Lr - L'). Increasing the drain 
voltage decreases the channel length and therefore its resistance. To keep a 
constant voltage of V G - V th across the channel, the drain current must increase 
to compensate for the decrease in channel resistance. This increase in current 
with an increase in output voltage is positive feedback which results in the finite 
output impedance illustrated in Fig. 2-6. 

Equation (2-19) can be modified to account for the device's finite output 
impedance. The distance L representing the effective channel length is now 
replaced by LT - L', where L' is derived from simple P-N junction theory. 

L' = ~2~8[V D - (V G - V th)] 
qN 

(2-20) 

where N is the impurity density of the substrate. Equation (2-19) is rewritten as 

LT 
ID = I DP LT _ L' (2-21) 

where I DP = - (13/2) (V G - Vth)2j (drain current at the point of satu-
VD= VG- Va. 

ration or pinchoff). 
Equations (2-20) and (2-21) show that as the drain voltage is increased, L' 

increases, causing an increase in the drain current. A set of output characteristics 
derived from Eqs. (2-16) and (2-21) is shown in Fig. 2-4. 

Hofstein and Warfield ll have shown that for the case of channel-length modula
tion, the output conductance is directly proportional to the drain current. This 
conclusion is verified in Fig. 2-8, where gds is plotted as a function of I D. This 
graph of measured data shows that the drain conductance is, in fact, a linear 
function of the drain current. Thus one can conclude that for the two devices 
shown, the dominant feedback mechanism is the channel-length modulation. 

Both Hofstein and Warfield 11 and Reddi and Sah 12 conclude that this type of 
feedback is analogous to the Early effect that one observes in bipolar devices. * 

Drain-ta-channel Electrostatic Feedback. When the substrate of an MOS device 
is sufficiently low-doped, the drain field may penetrate into the channel. A model 
of this situation is shown in Fig. 2-9. Since the charges in the channel cannot tell 

• The Early effect 13 in bipolar transistors is a modulation of the base width with 
collector voltage which produces a finite output impedance. 
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whether the electric field lines ter~inating upon them come from the negative
biased drain or the negative-biased gate (P-channel device), a modulation of the 
drain voltage results in a modulation of the channel conductance. In addition to 
collecting carriers coming from the channel, the drain acts as a gate or a control 
electrode. 

When electrostatic feedback dominates, Hofstein and Heiman 14 have shown that 

Insulating substrate 

Fig. 2-9. Model illustrating electrostatic Feedback 
From drain diFFusion into the channel. (After 
Hofstein and Warfield. ll ) 
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channel conductance 
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the drain conductance is directly proportional to the effective gate voltage 
(V G - V p). Data illustrating this fact are shown in Fig. 2-10. 

2·3 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION OF THE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE 

1. Physical Considerations. Threshold voltage was given in Eq. (2-14) as 

V th = - Qss t Qn (2-22) 

where Qss = effective surface-state charge density per unit area 
Qn = bulk charge per unit area associated with the channel depletion region 

C = capacitance of the gate to channel per unit area, Eox/tox 

The physical interpretation of Eq. (2-22) is that V th is the gate voltage required 
to neutralize, in effect, the immobile charge above and below the channel region. 
Any additional gate voltage over and above I Vthl will produce a gate charge that 
must be neutralized by an equal amount of mobile channel charge. The charge 
above the channel is Qss, while the charge below the channel consists of that 
within the depletion region located in the bulk (Qn). 

Depletion-region charge Qn is derived from simple P-N junction theory,* where 
Nch8nnel » Nsubstrate: 

Qn = depletion-region thickness (Xn) . substrate charge density 

- ~2E'¢' N h - -- q were ¢. = 2¢F 
qN 

(2-23) 

* See Ref. 15, p. 21. 
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where N = N D for an N-type substrate device (P channel) 
N = N A for a P-type substrate device (N channel) 

(See the Notation section in the front of the book for the meaning of the other 
terms.) 

The voltage on the gate necessary to support this charge [from Eq. (2-22)] is 

(2-24) 

where Kl = ± (tox/eox) y'2qe.N (+ for P channel, - for N channel). 
Notice that the constant relating gate voltage to charge in the semiconductor 

is the gate-channel capacitance C (C = eox/tox). Equation (2-24) might be con
sidered an "intrinsic" threshold voltage. For a "perfect" device, with zero sur
face-state charge density (Qss = 0), the MOS device (both N- and P-channel) 
would be of the enhancement type with a low threshold voltage (in the order of 
\0.75\ to 11.51V) equal to V lth • (See Fig. 2-3b.) 

The term CPF appearing in Eq. (2-23) is the Fermi potential and represents the 
position of the Fermi level with respect to the intrinsic Fermi level (see Fig. 2-1g). 
CPF is known as the contact, diffusion, or built-in potential and is analogous to the 
same term in a simple P-N junction. Fro:r;n P-N junction theory, CPF is deter
mined by doping level and is given as 

(2-25) 

Plots of both Eq. (2-24) and Eq. (2-25) are shown in Fig. 2-11. For typical 
values where N D = 1015 and tox = 1,500 A, one can see that the Fermi potential 
is 0.29 V and the intrinsic threshold is -0.6 V. [QD is positive for N-type sub
strates, and thus Eq. (2-24) yields a negative voltage for a P-channel device.] 

Surface-state charge Qss is assumed (approximation No.9) to lie close to the 
silicon-oxide interface16 and is thus related to the gate voltage through the same 
constant, C, as is the bulk charge: 

Vss == - QCss = - tox Qss 
eox 

(2-26) 

* For the simple model presented here of the intrinsic threshold voltage, it is assumed 
that the depletion region under the channel is depleted to such an extent as to support 
a constant voltage of 2q,F across it. (See Ihantola. l ) At this point (2q,F), the density 
of carriers in the channel (holes) is equal to the substrate doping level N D. (See Terman4 

or Brown. 7) In this simplified analysis, it is also assumed that the depletion region is 
uniformly rectangular. To consider more exactly the shape of this region, see Garrett 
and Brattain. 9 For "exact" calculations, see Goldberg. s 

A more "exact" calculation of threshold voltage is given by Sah and Pao. IS In their 
analysis, Vlth = IKI V2CPFI + 12q,FI, which is exactly Eq. (2-24) plus the term 2cpF. A 
plot of threshold as a sum of these two terms (K l ...;2;;;;. from Fig. 2-11a and 2cpp from 
Fig. 2-11b) is shown in Fig. 2-11c. 

t See Ref. 15, p. 214. 
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Fig. 2-11. (a) V [th, K, vs. N. (b) <PF vs. N. (c) V lth vs. N. (After Sah and Pao. IS ) 

At the present time, surface-state densities (Qss/q) in the order of 4 X 1011/cm2 

can be expected.l2 Because Qss generally acts as an ionized donor state, Qss is 
a positive quantity, giving V ss a negative sign in Eq. (2-26). (For a summary 
of the polarities of QD and Qss, refer to Fig. 2-5.) Using typical values for Eq. 
(2-26) gives the following threshold voltage due to surface states:* Assume 
tox = 1,500 A and EOox "" ~ pF /cm. Then V ss = -2.88 V. 

The total threshold voltage is the algebraic sum of the intrinsic threshold volt
age and that due to surface states. From Eqs. (2-24) and (2-26), 

Vth = Vlth + Vss 
V th = -Kl v-;t;. + V ss 

(2-27) 

* To convert the various units of measurement used in MOS work, refer to the con
version table in the Appendix. 
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where Kl = ± (tox/Eox) V2qEsN 
CP. = 2CPF 

Adding the two voltages found in the previous paragraphs gives a typical 
threshold voltage for a P-channel device: 

V tn = -0.6 - 2.88 = -3.48 volts 

A P-channel MOS with a negative threshold voltage indicates an enhancement
mode device, as shown in Fig. 2-5. The same device made as an N-channel MOS 
would turn out as depletion mode: 

V th = +0.6 - 2.88 = -2.28 volts 

2. Substrate Bias. When a bias is applied to the substrate, modulation of the 
channel conductance results. Thus the substrate can act as a second gate and 
is, in fact, sometimes referred to as the back gate. Because a P-N junction is 
formed with the source and drain diffusions to the substrate, some of its charac
teristics tend to be more like the gate of a junction FET than the gate of an 
insulated device. The input impedance of this control electrode is much lower 
than that of the front gate-being on the order of a larger-area reverse-biased 
diode. Leakage currents, which are almost nonexistent in the front gate, can 
become quite large, reaching even the microampere range at elevated tempera
tures. Increasing the magnitude of the reverse bias applied to the substrate 
will tend to lower IIDI for a given value of front-gate voltage. Figure 2-12 illus
trates this point by showing the output characteristics of a P-channel device as 
modified by three separate back-gate bias levels. 

The theory of operation of the back-gate bias can be explained by an extension 
of the insulating depletion layer into the substrate, as shown in Fig. 2-2c. As 
the reverse bias on the substrate increases, the depletion region extends further 
into the substrate as mobile electrons are depleted and immobile donor centers 
are uncovered-just as in P-N junction theory. A portion of the electric field 
lines shown originating from the mobile channel charge (that which contributes 
to conduction) will be diverted to the "new" uncovered fixed charge. For a fixed 
gate voltage, there will now be less mobile channel charge and therefore a decrease 
in conduction. In the model shown in Fig. 2-2c, there are eight mobile holes 
available for conduction. If the back-gate bias is increased such that layer I 
becomes uncovered, five fixed positive charges will be uncovered. To maintain 
a neutral charge system, five channel carriers will disappear, leaving only three 
for conduction. By applying additional bias to uncover layer II, no more mobile 
channel carriers will exist, and the current will go to zero. 

The expression for the threshold voltage as a function of the back-gate bias 
can be written directly from Eq. (2-27). One assumption generally used in P-N 
junction theory is that all the applied voltage will appear across the depletion 
region and none across the bulk semiconductor. A polarity of back-gate bias 
V BG is assumed such that when the substrate is reverse-biased with respect to the 
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source, V BG and CPs have the same polarity. Modifying Eq. (2-27) to take into 
account the back-gate reverse bias and using the above assumption give the 
following resu1t:* 

I V th = -Kl V ±(cp. + VBG) + Vss I (2-28) 

where CPs = 2CPF. (Use of the ± sign is necessitated by the fact that the term 
under the radical must be positive.) 

* This equation is based upon a simple analysis assuming a one-dimensional field; i.e., 
the depletion region associated with the channel is thin compared with the length of the 
channel. If, however, the depletion-region depth approaches or exceeds the channel 
length, then the analysis immediately becomes a messy multidimensional problem that 
the author is not equipped to handle. Threshold-voltage variations in a few small
geometry devices have been seen to follow a one-third power law, as opposed to the 
usual one-half power law. In lCs, the load (and not the driver) is the device affected 
by back-gate bias modulation. (See Sec. 5-1.) As a practical matter, the length of a 
load device is always large compared with the depletion-region depth (typical load 
length~ are close to 1.0 mil, while depletion-region depths are less than 0.1 mil). Load 
devices should be expected to conform to Eq. (2-28) fairly closely. 
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Equation (2-28) can be verified by plotting the threshold voltage as a function 
of - V cf>. + V BG, which should result in a straight line. Data of - V th vs. 
- V cf>. + V BG are plotted in Fig. 2-13a, which does, in fact, give a straight-line 
relationship with from 0 to 20 V applied bias. An additional check on the 
validity of Eq. (2-28) is to plot the log of this equation: 

log (- )(Vth - V ss) = Yz log (2cf>F + V BG) + log Kl (2-29) 

The "Yz" term comes from the square root in Eq. (2-28). If the half-power 
term is correct, then log ( -) (V th - V ss) vs. log (2cf>p + V BG) should show a slope 
of Yz. Experimental data for device No. 67 from Fig. 2-13a are plotted in the 
form of Eq. (2-29) in Fig. 2-13b. This figure also shows a straight-line plot, 
the slope being a predicted + Yz. 

The utility of Fig. 2-13a lies in the fact that all the constants of Eq. (2-28) 
can be found easily: 

The slope of the line is equal to Kl (notice that as the substrate doping level 
increases, Kl increases). 

The extrapolated intercept of the plot with the vertical axis (where 
2cf>p + VBG = 0) is Vss. 

The projection onto the vertical axis from the point on the curve where 
V BG = 0 corresponds to V lth. 

Voo = -5 V 
Vth = extrapolated values 

(see Fig. 2-14) 

tox ~ 1500 A 
o = measured data 

Vth = Vss - KI J2¢F + VeG Eq. (2-28) 
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The value of CPs at threshold can be found by curve fitting. 
The difference between V th and V ss as measured on the vertical axis is 

equivalent to the intrinsic threshold voltage of Eq. (2-24). 

An example using the data of Fig. 2-13a illustrates some of the device infor
mation obtainable. From the slope of the plotted line, K1 is seen to be 1.11 for 
unit No. 67. Device No. 67 has an oxide thickness of approximately 1,500 A. 
On Fig. 2-11a, a line is drawn from where K1 = 1.11 to the 1,500 A point. Pro
jecting this line downward shows a substrate doping level of approximately 
2 X 1015 (2.5 n-cm). (See graph in Appendix for resistivity vs. impurity density.) 
Projecting upward to the 1,500 A point on V1th and over to the vertical axis 
gives IVIthI = 0.88 V. From Fig. 2-13a, V Ith is read as -5.75 + 4.95 = -0.8 V. 
These two values agree quite well. The effective surface-state density for this 
device can be found from Eq. (2-26) as Qss/ q = - V SS(fox/tox)1/ q. Assuming 
tax = 1,500 A and fox = H pF / cm yields 

Qss = 0.33 X 10-12 

q -(-4.95) 1.5 X 10 5 X 1.6 X 10 19""'" 6.9 X 1011/cm2 

Note that this value of effective surface-state density is of the same order of 
magnitude as that given in the discussion relating to Eq. (2-26). 

o 
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Fig. 2-15. Biasing through the use of the back-gate 
electrode. 

The method used in Fig. 2-13 for determining the threshold voltage is illus
trated in Fig. 2-14. Data are plotted which are known to fit a given equation. 
By extrapolating the data to a selected intercept, the extrapolated threshold is 
found. Threshold voltage found by this method would best be described by 
Eq. (2-28). (See also Sec. 3-1.) A plot of actual vr;; vs. V G data is shown in 
Fig.2-14b. 

An immediate application that comes to mind is the biasing of a depletion-mode 
device through back-gate control so that no low-impedance bias network is neces
sary on the front gate. This type of arrangement allows full use of the high 
input impedance of the MOS input. 

Figure 2-15 shows the transfer curve for a hypothetical depletion-mode device. 
For zero bias, a drain current of I DSS flows. The desired bias level is shown as 
I Q. By applying a back-gate bias, the threshold voltage moves to the right from 
V 1h1 to V 1h2. As a consequence, the output current drops to the desired value. 
This scheme can also be used in conjunction with a bias on the front gate, as seen 
in Fig. 2-12. 

Equation (2-28) describes the threshold voltage as a function of the back-gate 
bias. It is often convenient to express V 1h in terms of a fixed value (where 
V BG = 0) plus a variable term, ~ V 1h, which is a function of V BG. The following 
analysis derives ~ V 1h by starting with Eq. (2-28): 

V1h(V BG) = V ss - Kl y2cpF + V BO 

Kl ~ is added and subtracted to the right-hand side of the equation: 

Vth(VBG) = Vss - Kl ~ + Kl ~ - Kl y2cpF + VBG 

I Vth(V BG) = V 1h + ~ V th [ (2-30) 

so that 
(2-31) 

This result is plotted in Fig. 2-16 for various values of Kl from Fig. 2-11a. 

* For similar equations arrived at independently, see Ref. 17, p. 12, and Ref. 19, Eq. 
(7a). 
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Table 2-1 *·t 

J I ~ N-channel 
o---J r enhancement mode 

I L N-channel 
~ ~ depletion mode 

I L P-channel 
o---J ~ depletion mode 

J I ~ P-channel 
o---J r enhancement mode 

(d) Fig. 2-18. MOS symbol notation. 

lD = -tl[eva - Vlh)VD - ~~VD21 triode region, 
defined by 
IVDI < IVa - Vlhl 

saturation region, 
defined by 
IVDI 2: IVa - Vlhl 

1. N -channel device, valid for (Va - V ln) > 0 
tl<O 

Depletion mode 
Vlh < 0 

VD,ID > 0 
Enhancement mode 

V ln > 0 
Va> 0 

2. P-channel device, valid for (Va - V th) < 0 

Depletion mode 
Vln > 0 

* See also Fig. (2-5). 

tl>O 
VD, In < 0 

Enhancement mode 
V ln < 0 
Va < 0 

t The equations in this table assume that R. = Rd = O. 
For the case of finite parasitic source and drain resistance, 
see Eqs. (2--16a) and (2-16b). 
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2-4 SUMMARY OF MOS EQUATIONS AND DEVICE SYMBOLOGY 

1. Equations. Because of the different polarities and combinations that are 
possible with MOSFET structures, Table 2-1 has been compiled to eliminate 
sign confusion. The device equations listed in the table are found in Eqs. (2-16) 
and (2-19) of the text. The notation V D > 0 of course means that the voltage 
is positive, while V D < 0 denotes a negative number. 

When employing the equation valid for the saturation region, care must be 
taken to avoid the pitfall of using the "wrong" half of the transfer curve. For 
an N-channel enhancement-mode device, Eq. (2-19) gives the output current 
as a function of the square of the input voltage. Plotting this equation with no 
restraints on the left half of the curve yields a parabola, as shown in Fig. 2-17. 
The portion of the curve to the left of V t" exists mathematically but does not 
exist in the MOS device itself. A junction field-effect device, because it has 
essentially the same square-law characteristic as the MOS; is also represented 
by a parabolic transfer curve. However, because of its internal workings, the 
junction FET would be restricted to the left half of the parabola. 

2. Symbology. The basic symbols used to designate MOS devices in this book 
are found in Fig. 2-18. It is highly desirable to convey as much information 
as possible about the device from its schematic representation. Whenever possi
ble, these general rules should be followed in drawing the MOSFET: 

1. The source and drain function as ohmic contacts and thus are shown 
drawn at right angles to the channel (Fig. 2-18a). 

2. Enhancement-type devices do not have current flow for zero gate bias 
and are represented by a broken drain line. Depletion devices with 
initial conduction at zero gate bias are represented by a solid line. 

3. MOS gates, because they are insulated and not a P-N junction, are shown 
with an L-shaped symbol where one side is parallel to the channel (Fig. 
2-18b). The corner of the gate is placed opposite the preferred source. 

4. The substrate, or back gate, is shown as a nonemitting diode and, as 
such, is drawn perpendicular to the channel. The direction of the arrow
head indicates the type of conductivity of the substrate (Fig. 2-18c). 
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MOS Characteristics and 

Equation Interrelationships 

3 

In Chap. 2, the pertinent device equations for the MOS were developed. The 
purpose of this chapter is threefold: First, experimental data will verify the 
device equations; second, from these relationships additional expressions will be 
obtained that will be useful in circuit design; and third, a device model will be 
developed to account for the variation of mobility as a function of gate voltage. 

3-1 SATURATION REGION 

1. I D vs. V G. Table 2-1 gives the relationship between the output drain cur
rent and the input gate voltage for a device in the saturation region: 

(3-1) 

[Notice that Eq. (3-1) is valid only for a fixed drain voltage. If the drain voltage 
is varied, then Eqs. (2-20) and (2-21) must be considered]. As mentioned earlier, 
Eq. (3-1) yields a square-law transfer curve. For various applications (espe
cially where odd harmonics cannot be tolerated in the output), this unique field
effect feature makes both MOS and junction FET's very desirable devices. * 

The square-law characteristic can be examined more closely by plotting 
v1J;i vs. V G. Taking the square root of both sides of Eq. (3-1) and rearranging 
the terms yield 

(3-2) 

Equation (3-1) written in this manner is now in the same form as the general 

* For an excellent application utilizing the square-law behavior of the junction FET, 
see Ref. 1, pp. 80 to 84, in the Bibliography at the end of the chapter. 
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Fig. 3-1. Straight-line relationship between -y7; and gate voltage. 

expression for a straight line: 

y=mx+b 

where m = slope 
b = constant 

If, indeed, the square-law relationship for the MOS is valid, then data placed 
into Eq. (3-2) will plot as a straight line. As seen earlier, in Fig. 2-16, and now 
in Fig. 3-1, a straight line is, in fact, observed over a wide current range and for 
devices of various geometries. * Thus Eq. (3-2) is seen to be a reasonable repre
sentation or model of the MOS in the saturation region. Below about 10 Ji-A, the 
measured data depart from the predicted behavior, as noted in Sec. 2-3. Figure 
3-1a refers to a device type that has the drain region enclosed or surrounded by 
the source, a channel length L of 0.5 mil, and a channel width of 40 mils. Figure 
3-1b is for units with the drain and source in parallel, with a channel length of 
0.5 mil, and with a channel width of 18.5 mils. 

Certain useful information regarding the device is obtained by plotting -v1J:;T 
vs. V G. Notice that if -v1J:;T is set equal to zero in Eq. (3-2), the gate voltage 
then becomes equal to the pinchoff voltage. By extrapolating the curve shown 

III Fig. 3-1 down to where -v1J:;T = 0, the extrapolated threshold or pinchoff 

* This fact is also observed by Sah (Ref. 3 in the Bibliography for Chap. 2), Heiman 
and Hofstein,' and Harrap et al. 3 (Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the 
Bibliography at the end of this chapter.) 
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voltage can be read directly from the V 0 axis (see also Fig. 2-1b). The device 
constant {3 can also be found from this type of plot by noting that the slope of 

the line is v7f12. 
There are two methods for measuring a threshold or pinchoff voltage: The first 

is that described above, or by extrapolation; the second involves measuring the 
gate voltage required to produce some small drain current (usually 10 p.A). This 
second method is generally used for the pinchoff voltage specified on the manufac
turer's data sheet. From the curves of Fig. 3-1, it can be seen that the measured 
value at -10 p.A approximates fairly well (but not exactly) the extrapolated value. 

Once V p is known, the device constant {3 can be found either from the slope of 
the curve in Fig. 3-1 or directly from Eq. (3-1). By knowing both {3 and V P, the 
drain current can then be calculated for any given gate voltage. The following 
example will illustrate this point. 

From Fig. 3-1a, device No. 38 is seen to have a theoretical pinchoff voltage 
of -5.1 V. Placing this into Eq. (3-1) together with one other point from the 
graph (-1 rnA, -7.2 V) yields 

{3= 

{3= 

2ID 
mhos/V (VO-Vp )2 

-2 X 10-3 

(-7.2 V + 5.1)2 = +454 p.mhos/V 

Using Eq. (3-1), V p and {3 will predict the current for a gate voltage of -9.4 V: 

ID = - 454 p.~hos/V (-9.4 + 5.1)2 - 227 X 10-6(18.5) = -4.2 rnA 

The predicted value of I D is -4.2 rnA, as opposed to the -4.0 rnA read from 
the graph-a difference of only 5 percent. 

2. Transconductance. The "gain" parameter of the MOSFET is the forward
transfer-conductance ratio. This expresses the output-current variation for an 
input-voltage variation. Common symbols for transconductance are Y'B and grn. 
Typical values of Urn for discrete devices range from 1,000 to 2,000 p.mhos, while 
devices used in integrated form are generally an order of magnitude lower. A 
device exhibiting a gm of 1,000 p.mhos means that the output current is related 
to the input voltage in the ratio of 1 rnA/V. 

Transconductance is defined as the ratio of a small variation in the drain current 
to the variation in gate voltage which produces the current. Mathematically, 
this can be written as 

_ a(ID ) I 
gm - avo VD 

Differentiating Eq. (3-1) yields 

a [ - t!. (V 0 - V p)2] 
2 avo = I grn = -(3(Vo - V p ) I (3-3) 
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(gm is a positive number.) Notice that gm is the product of the device constant {3 
and the difference between the gate and the pinchoff voltage. Thus gm can be 
increased in one of two ways. First, the gate bias V G may be increased (this is 
available to the circuit designer as well as to the device designer), or second, the 
geometry of the device may be varied (this procedure is generally available only 
to the device designer). Since 

a simple geometrical variation in the width-to-length ratio will vary the gm of the 
device to any desired value. 

The first method suggested for increasing gm, that of increasing V G, can be 
verified by placing measured data into Eq. (3-3) and then plotting the result. 
This is shown in Fig. 3-2. Equation (3-3) says that gm vs. - (V G - V p) should 
plot out to a straight line, which, in fact, it does. However, the graph shows 
that for - (V G - V p) = 0 V, the devices still exhibit some finite gain. This is 
not reasonable and does not agree with Eq. (3-3). The apparent anomaly comes 
from the fact that the pinch off voltage used to calculate the horizontal axis was 
the measured value (1 D = -10 p.A) and consequently varied from the extrapo
lated value. Extrapolating the curves back to the horizontal axis gives an 
intersection of from 0.2 to 0.4 V to the left of the origin. This is just about the 

V> 
o 

..c: 
E 
~ 

E 
c> 

-(VG - Vp), volts Fig. 3-2. g ... VB. -(Vo - V p ). 
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difference between the extrapolated and measured threshold voltages (see Fig. 
3-1). Since the magnitude of the measured threshold is greater than the extrapo
lated value, the curves were shifted to the left by the amount of the difference. 
Adding the difference back into each point on the curves will, of course, replot 
each curve from the origin. This is an excellent example of the pitfall that may 
be encountered when the "measured" value of threshold is used. 

The second method for increasing gm suggested that the width-to-length ratio 
be increased. Transconductance as a function of the W / L ratio can be seen 
implicitly from the information contained in Fig. 3-1. Here the equation for the 
straight line shows that the slope is proportioned to v13. Thus the ratio of the 
slopes of device No. 38 to those of device No. 89 should equal the square root of 
their W / L ratios. This can be expressed as 

Slope (No. 38) 
Slope (No. 89) 

W/L (No. 38) 
W/L (No. 89) 

The values are read from the graph: 

-1.47 _ {86 
-1.02 - '\1"37 

1.44 I"V 1.47 

It is seen that the measured ratio is quite close to the calculated ratio. Thus 
one can assume that the gm can be set by a simple variation in the W / L ratio. 

Further verification of the fact that gm varies directly as the W / L ratio can be 
found by examining Fig. 3-3. Here data taken by Rapp and Silver* show that 
l/gm vs. L plots as a straight line. Equation (3-3) predicts this result when 
written as 

where K = constant. 
Equation (3-3) neglects the effect that the drain voltage has upon the drain 

* Reference 17 in the Bibliography for Chap. 2. 
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current. The finite slope of the output characteristics in saturation, as described 
in Sec. 2-2, tends to spread the gate-voltage curves, so that gm increases as the 
drain voltage is increased. This is readily seen from Fig. 2-6, where the increment 
of drain current between V G = -10 V and V G = -11 V is greater at V D = -10 V 
than at VD = -5 V. 

An expression can be derived for gm as a function of drain current. Combining 
the equations for gm and ID yields gm = f(In) , 

gm = -~(VG - V p ) 

ID = - ~ (VG - V p )2 

gm = ~ -v1Gr (3-4) 

Equation (3-4) plots as a straight line on log-log paper with a slope of +31, and 
measured data should plot accordingly if Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4) are valid represen
tations of the gain of the MOS transistor. The log of gm vs. the log of ID for 
experimental data on a P-channel device does, in fact, yield a straight line, as 
shown in Figure 3-4. Thus Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4) are seen to be reasonable mathe
matical models for an MOS in saturation with a fixed drain voltage. 

gm as Modified by a Source Resistance. The gain of most semiconductor devices 
varies from device to device, varies with temperature, and in fact, varies with 
the change of almost any condition. The gm of a MOS transistor is no exception. 
Often it is desirable to stabilize the gain. A common but effective method for 
stabilization is the addition of a source resistance Rs to provide local negative 
feedback (source degeneration). In calculating the effect that Rs has upon gm, it 

VI 
0 

E 
::I.. 
E 
0' 

5,000,------------,--------,--------. 
Vo = -15 V 

3,000 gm =./2fBT J1IoT Eq. (3-4) 

1,000 

500 

300 

log gm = 112 log (2/f3/) + 112 log (/10/) 

o = measured data 

- = theory 

0.03 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5 

Fig. 3-4. Log gm vs. log I D. 

1.0 3 5 10 
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will be constructive to compare the percentages of variation between the circuit 
gain with and without a source resistance. The analysis will proceed as follows: 

1. Write the doc circuit equations. 
2. Plug in the mathematical model derived earlier for the device. 
3. Solve for Vin as a function of I D. 

4. Define a circuit transconductance (J:" as (J:" = aI D/ aVin, as opposed to the 
device (Jm, which equals aI D/ aV a· (N otice that Vin and Va are not equal.) 

5. Take the derivative of the doc equation and solve for (J:" as a function of (Jm 
and Rs. 

Figure 3-5 shows the circuit used in this derivation. Writing the input-loop 
equation yields 

Vin = Va + IDRs (3-5) 

Setting Eq. (3-3) equal to Eq. (3-4), solving for Va, and substituting into Eq. 
(3-5) give 

Vin = ~~ (-ID) - V p + IDRs 

Now 1 aVin (2)l-i 1 
(J:n == aID = li 2(-ID)~ 

Rearranging terms and using the relations 

yield 

(3-6) 

The limits on (J:" can be found by letting Rs approach 0 and Rs(Jm become larger 
than 1. As Rs approaches 0, the circuit transconductance approaches that of 
the device. As (JmRS becomes large, (J:" approaches l/Rs. Thus, when (JmRs is 
large, the circuit transconductance becomes independent of the device parameters 
and is fixed at l/Rs. 

With a finite source, resistance variations in (Jm produce variations in (J:n. The 
variations in (J:n can be made as small as desired for a given D.(Jm by using sufficient 

Figure 3-5 
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source degenerative feedback. The following analysis considers large trans
conductance variations, !:::.gm, rather than incremental changes, dgm, because in 
practical cases gains vary as much as 2: 1 to 5: 1. Circuit transconductance 
variations can be written as 

1 + Rsgm 

where gm and gm represent the maximum and minimum values, respectively. 
Dividing through by U;,. to find the percentage of variation with respect to the 

minimum transconductance yields 

AU;" 1 + RsUm gm 
-, = - - 1 
gm 1 + Rsgm gm 

1 !:::.gm X 100 

Rearranging terms gives the final result: 

!:::.U;,. X 100 = 
g;" 1 + Rsgm gm 

which can also be written as 

A~;" X 100 = U;,. !:::.gm X 100 (3-7) 
Um Um Um 

Equation (3-7) says that the percentage of variation in U;,. is equal to the per
centage of variation in Um times the factor 1/(1 + Rsgm) (or g;"/gm). The ratio 
will always be ~ 1, so that the circuit gain variation (!:::.g;") can be made as small 
as desired for a given !:::.gm by making the factor 1/(1 + Rsgm) small. 

An example will illustrate the above. Assume a device has a 2: 1 transcon
ductance spread-minimum Um at a given bias point is 2,000 ILmhos, but it can 
vary to a maximum of 4,000 ILmhos. Now assume too specific circuit requires a 
gm of only 800 ILmhos for proper operation. How much source resistance can be 
added, and how much does this reduce the 2: 1 variation in gm? Equation (3-6) 
is used to solve for Rs: 

2000 X 10-6 

800 X 10-6 = 1 + 'Rs X 2,000 X 10-6 Rs = 750 Q 

Thus, the addition of 750 Q in the sOurce will result in an effective g;" of 800 ILmhos. 
Equation (3-7) gives the percentage of variation in g;" for a 100 percent varia

tion in gm: 

!:::.g;" X 100 = 1,000 p.mhos (4,000 - 2,000) .umhos X 100 
U;,. 4,000 ILmhos 2,000 ILmhos 

!:::.g;" X 100 = ! X 100 = 25 % 
g;" 4 

The example shows that as the device gain varies from 2,000 to 4,000 ILmhos 
(100 percent), the effective gain with a 750-Q source resistance varies only 25 per
cent, from 800 to 1,000 ILmhos. 
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10• rnA 10 = loss (I - ~:) 

loss------

(a) 

Eq. (3-9) 

Slope at loss = 2!~:s ; Eq. (3 -I f) 

Eq. (3 -I 2) describes the line tangent 
to the transfer curve ot loss 

VG• volts 

Figure 3·6 

(b) 

3. Additional Equation Interrelationships. A typical transfer curve for a deple
tion-type N-channel device (either MOS or junction FET) is shown in Fig. 3-6a. * 
This curve has an ideal built-in reference point-the drain current at zero gate 
voltage. It is useful to express some of the device equations in terms of this 
easily measured current, which is specified as either I DSS or I D(ON)' 

At the present time, N-channel devices are the only generally available deple
tion-mode MOSFET's. However, this discussion is general and applies to 
P-channel as well as N-channel devices with the appropriate change in signs. 

From Table 2-1, the equation for the saturation drain current is given as 

(3-1) 

Setting the gate voltage to zero yields an expression for zero-bias current flow: 

I -{1 
ID =IDss=-(-Vp)2 

Vo=O 2 
(3-8) 

This current is a function of both the geometry of the device and the pinchoff 
voltage. 

Often it is desirable to normalize the output current as defined in Eq. (3-1). 
By factoring out - V P, the equation can be normalized to I DSS and V p: 

ID =_(-Vp)2 1---{1 (VO)2 
2 V p 

( VO)2 = I Dss 1 - V p 

ID -(1 VO)2 I Dss - - V p (3-9) 

* See Fig. 2-5 for transfer curves of both N-channel and P-channel enhancement and 
depletion devices. 
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From Eq. (3-3), gm has been defined as a change in drain current with respect 
to a change in gate voltage. Looking at Fig. 3-6, one sees that this definition is 
just the slope of the transfer curve. An interesting relationship can be seen by 
finding the slope at zero bias voltage: 

aID I -(3 
aVa Vo=O == gmo = T 2(-Vp) 

Multiplying top and bottom by - V p yields 

2IDSS g =-
mo -Vp 

(3-10) 

(3-11) 

(V p is negative in Fig. 3-6, giving a positive value to gmo. This is in agreement 
with the positive slope drawn on the figure.) Equation (3-11) states that three 
of the basic FET parameters are inextricably tied together. By specifying any 
two of the parameters, the third is automatically fixed. One can obtain an idea 
of why these parameters are interrelated in such a way as to be mutually depend
ent by observing variations in the transfer curve as shown in Fig. 3-6b. Increas
ing I DSS while maintaining a constant V p results in a steeper slope, producing a 
higher gm' Moving the transfer curve to the right results in an increase in V P, 

a lowering of I DSS, and a reduced slope. Other variations to illustrate the rela
tionship between V P, I DSS, and gmo are obviously possible. 

The intercept of the line tangent to the transfer curve at I DSS with the V G axis 
occurs at exactly V p/2 for a square-law device. This may be seen by writing the 
equation for the tangent line in the form of y = mx + b: 

2IDSS 
ID = -V VG + I DSS 

- p 
(3-12) 

The intercept is found when ID = O. Setting Eq. (3-12) to equal zero yields 

2IDSS 
-- VG = I DSS VP 

V p 
VG=T (3-13) 

If V p = -5 V, then the tangent line would intercept the V G axis at -2.5 V. 
This fact is shown graphically in Fig. 3-6a. 

4. I D, gmBa as a Function of V BG. In Sec. 2-3, the idea was presented that the 
back gate of the MOS, as well as the front gate, can modulate the drain current. 
If the equation for pinchoff voltage if! substituted into the expression for the drain 
current at saturation, then an expression is developed which relates I D to the 
back-gate bias. Combining Eqs. (2-19) and (2-28) yields the following equation 
for a P-channel device: 

ID = - ~ [Kl VcfJ. + V BG + (Va - V ss))2 (3-14) 
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This equation has the same form as the square-law equation (2-19). However, 
notice that the effective gate voltage is now Kl v' q,s + V BG and that the new 
pinchoff voltage is V G - V ss. If the square root of Eq. (3-14) is plotted, a 
straight line should result. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-7, where data plotted in 
this form verify the equation. In the plot, a value of 0.8 V was selected for the 
surface potential q,.. This value was used because, considering the current levels 
involved in the measurement II DI »20 p.A, the surface tends to be heavily inverted. 
Figure 2-16 shows that for a typical case, the bands are bent somewhat greater 
than 2q,F(q,. > 2q,F) when IIDI > 20 p.A. 

A question that occurs when the statement is made that the back gate can con
trol the device current is: Just how effective is its control-or, in other words, 
what is the gain? The gain or transconductance due to the back gate (specified 
as gmBG) is completely analogous to the front-gate transconductance: 

aID I gmBG = ----a V BG for a. consta.nt VD a.nd Vo 

4XIO-2.--------,---------------------------------------, 
Vo = -10 V 

3 X 10-2 

I X 10-2 

VBG = 0 

Device No. 100 
Symmetrical geometry device 

~x W/L = 37 
'0/ 

C'~-?, ¢s is assumed = 0.8 V 

~'" 
, c>'" 

~ 
"''0 

J-ib = 52 K, j ¢s + VBG 

+ (VG-Vss ) .JlJ72 
, " See Eq. (3-14) 

o 
o 00 

2 3 4 

j¢s + VBG • .jVOits 

Fig. 3-7. IDvs. V4>. + VBG' 

(3-15) 

-1 mA 

-500 p.A 

-200 p.A 

-100 p.A 

-20 p.A 

-5 p.A 
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Voo 

+-----0 Output 

Gm. ';00 iGs;"., ;""' 
Figure 3-8 =- =1- r 

Equation (3-14) can be differentiated as specified by Eq. (3-15) to give 

(/1/2)(VG + Kl V4>8 + V BG - VsS)K1 

gmBG = - (4)8 + V BG)H (3-16) 

While Eq. (3-16) gives gm2 as a function of the back-gate bias, it is a bit bulky to 
handle for our purposes here. Instead, a simpler case will be examined, i.e., 
where the d-c value of the back-gate bias is set equal to zero. This situation is 
depicted in Fig. 3-8. 

Letting V BG = 0 yields 

gmBG = 

Rearranging the terms gives 

j3[V G - (K 1 -y'q;. + V ss)]K 1 

2 -y'q;. 

( Kl 
gmBG = - j3 VG - V p )--

2 yrq;: 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

Equation (3-18) states that the transconductance of the back gate is equal to 
the front-gate gain [-/1(VG - V p ), Eq. (3-3)] times the factor KI/2 -y'¢, which 
typically ranges from 0.5 to 1.0. Equation (3-18) should plot fairly close to a 
straight line. The first term [-(j(V G - V p)] has already been shown in Fig. 3-3 
to be a straight-line relationship. KI/2 ~ approximates a constant only over 
a limited current range because of the fact that 4>8 varies slightly as the current 
is varied. An interesting discussion on the operation of four-terminal junction 
FET's can be found in Ref. 4. 

3-2 TRIODE REGION 

In this section, operation will be restricted to the nonsaturated, or triode, 
region. Because of the strong influence the drain voltage has upon the drain 
current in this region, the MOSFET can be regarded as a two-terminal resistor 
between source and drain whose resistance can be modulated by the gate voltage. 
Four characteristics of the MOS make it ideal for use as an a-c or d-c small-signal 
switch: 
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1. Low values of channel resistance (100 to 500 n) obtainable. 
2. Ability to modulate this resistance from high to low with the gate voltage. * 
3. Zero offset voltage. 
4. Symmetrical operation about the origin in a positive and negative 

direction. 

1. Drain Resistance. Table 2-1 lists the device equation for an enhancement 
P-channel device as 

(3-19) 

The drain conductance in the triode region can be found by differentiating Eq. 
(3-19) as follows: 

dID ) dVD = -(3(Vo - V p + (3VD (3-20) 

The first term on the right side of Eq. (3-20) is positive, while the second term is 
always negative (for a P channel). However, in the triode region, IV DI < 
IV 0 - V pI, so that Eq. (3-20) yields a positive output conductance. 

The output resistance close to the origin can be found from Eq. (3-20) by 
letting V D approach 0: 

1 
r d! = ---(3""'C"""V;-"o-----,V""'p"'") (3-21) 

(The symbol rd! is used to signify the incremental drain resistance in the triode 
region, as opposed to rd. which signifies the drain resistance in the saturation 
region. 

Close to the origin CIVD! ~ 0.15 V), the incremental impedance equals the 
static impedance since the curves are straight and pass through the origin. In 
this range, Eq. (3-21) is valid for either a-c or d-c voltages. Figure 3-9 shows 
MOS characteristics near the origin for a device from the TIXSll family. Note 
that the V-I characteristics are linear, pass through, and are reasonably sym-

* For a discussion of the junction FET as a voltage-controlled resistor, see Refs. 5 and 6. 

Fig. 3-9. lD vs. V D, triode-region ON resist· 
ance. 

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
VD, volts 
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1,000 

800 

J;400 

200 

o = measured data 

IVosl < 50 mV 

O~}--~I--~I----LI __ ~I __ ~I __ ~ 
8 12 16 20 24 28 

-VG' volts Fig. 3·10. rdt VB. Vo. 

metrical about the origin for both a positive and a negative drain voltage. A 
plot of rdt as a function of gate voltage is shown in Fig. 3-10. 

Note that the reciprocal of the channel resistance given in Eq. (3-21) is equal 
to the transconductance of the device at saturation as given by Eq. (3-3). Thus 
the ON resistance is directly related to the device gain. The device with a trans
conductance of 1,000 I-Imhos (in saturation) is characterized with an ON channel 

1 
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f- 0 
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Fig. 3·11. Triode.,egiondreinresistancevs. Vo - V'h' 
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resistance of 1,00011 (V D = 0), while a Om of 4,000 /-Imhos corresponds to a 250-11 
device. 

It is informative to plot measured data in the form of Eq. (3-21) on log-log 
paper. A straight-line graph with a I slope I = 1 should result if the equation is a 
reasonable representation of the device. This plot is shown in Fig. 3-11. Notice 
that the measured data fit the unity-slope theory in the low-gate-voltage region 
but depart from unity slope at higher gate voltages. Thus it is obvious that some 
modification is necessary to account for the departure of rdt from the simple 
theory at high gate voltages. 

In Chap. 2, it was assumed that mobility was constant and independent of the 
applied gate voltage. This is not actually the case (although the approximation 
of constant mobility does give adequate predictability for circuit design in most 
cases), for mobility is a function of the gate voltage, as shown by Fang and 
Triebwasser,7 Fowler et al.,s and Colman and Mize. 9 Including mobility varia
tion in Eq. (3-21) results in a theory that fits the measured data. Equation 
(3-21) can thus be rewritten as 

1 
r dt = ---(1=-:(=V=-G~) (=VC=-G--~V=t--'-h) (3-22) 

where (1(V G) indicates a dependence upon gate voltage. 
2. Om in the Triode Region. A dynamic illustration of the deleterious effect of 

mobility variation on device performance is offered by transconductance in the 
triode region. Transconductance in the triode region is defined in the same 
manner as in the saturation region; that is, 

Differentiating Eq. (3-19) with respect to V G yields 

Om= -fJVD 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 

This equation shows that one would expect the Om to be dependent only upon 
the drain voltage and to be independent of the d-c gate bias voltage. [This 
analysis also assumes mobility (/-Ip) occurring in the fJ term to be independent of 
Va (approximation No.1).] Figure 3-12 is a scope photograph of Om vs. Va. 

gm 

Fig. 3-12. Transconductance in triode region vs. -40 -20 o 
gate voltage. VG, volts 
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Notice that gm falls off rather drastically as the gate voltage exceeds 6 V in the 
negative direction. This variation in gm, due to mobility reduction, can be pre
dicted by the addition to Eq. (3-24) of a mobility term which is dependent upon 
V G. Differentiating Eq. (3-19) with respect to V G while considering gate-voltage 
dependence upon mobility yields10 

(3-25) 

where (j(Va) and }.'(Va) indicate a dependency upon gate voltage. The second 
part of Eq. (3-25) contributes significantly to the gm falloff because of the a}.'(V G)/ 
aVG term. 

3·3 MOBILITY 

The purpose of this section is to develop an empirical relation expressing 
mobility as a function of applied gate voltage. 

Examination of Fig. 3-11 shows that the measured data depart from the 
straight-line theory by a constant amount of approximately 420 n. Subtracting 
420 n from each datum point in the figure results in a straight-line relationship, 
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Fig. 3·13. Measured data resulting in the model expressed by Eq. (3·26). 
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I I I I 
L: I Eq. (3-28) flo 1-8 (VG -Vth) 

< 100> material orientation 

8 : 0.034 I 
Temperature : 25°C 

" ~ 
'" ~ ~ I'--

j' 
20 30 40 

- (VG - Vth), volts 

Fig. 3·14. Normalized mobility curve as a function of gate voltage. 

as illustrated in Fig. 3-13. This result suggests a model or an equivalent circuit 
for a practical structure consisting of an "ideal" MOS, whose mobility JLo is inde
pendent of gate voltage, in series with a constant resistance R. Such an equiva
lent circuit would yield the following expression for resistance in the triode 
region when V D ::: 0: 

.-----------------------,* 

(3-26) 

where R = 420 n for the device of Figs. 3-11 and 3-13 and {3o, the initial low
voltage value, ""'82 JLmhos/V. 

There are now two expressions for triode resistance-the theoretical result of 
Eq. (3-22) and the experimental relationship of Eq. (3-26). Equating these two 
expressions results in a simple empirical expression for (3(V G) or JL(V G) that pre
dicts the shape of the mobility-vs.-gate-voltage curve: 

1 
(3-27) 

* When using this equation, it must be remembered that if an actual parasitic resist
ance were present in the transistor, it is possible that its effect would dominate so that the 
true mobility variation would not be seen. 
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40 

30 

10 

o 

Unit No. 124 I 
~ <100> material orientation_ 
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fLo = 205 
- = measured data 

\ 0= calculated points 
from Eq. (3 - 25) 
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Temperature = 25°C 
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1\ Vo = 0.5 V 

\ f3 = 82 fLmhos/V 

r~ 
Sample calculation/ ~ 

r"--

10 20 30 40 50 

- (VG - Vth), volts 

Fig. 3-15. gm falloff in the triode region showing 
good agreement between measured and calcu
lated data. 

Rearranging Eq. (3-27) results in the expression 

1 (3-28) 

where (J = {loR. 

Two constants are needed for the evaluation of Eq. (3-28): f.Lo, which deter
mines the magnitude of the mobility curve; and (J, which determines the shape of 
the curve. Typical values the author has seen for f.Lo and (J are tabulated below:* 

(100) (11 I> 
Material Material 

/J.. 180-200 240-250 
(cm'/V-sec) 

0 0.034 0.028 
IT7"-l'\ 
~ v .) 

1 to 10 fb-cm N-type material; temperature = 25°C. 

The product of {lo and R from Fig. 3-11 gives (J = 0.0344. A normalized 
mobility curve for (100) material is given in Fig. 3-14. 

* Only two crystal planes have been considered in this discussion, the (100) and the 
(111). At the time of writing, information on other planes was not available. 
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If Eq. (3-28) is indeed a true representation of mobility as a function of gate 
voltage, then it should be able to predict the gm falloff as described in Eq. (3-25). 
Excellent agreement between the theory and the measured data is illustrated in 
Fig. 3-15. 

A sample calculation for gm at -30 V will be carried out. First, it is necessary 
to know aJol(Va)java. From Eq. (3-28), 

aJol(Va) 8Jo1o 
aVa = [1 - 8(Va - V th»)2 (3-29) 

For 8 = +0.034 V, JoIo = +205 cm2jV-sec, and (Va - V th) -30 V, 

I a~C;aa) I = 1.72 cm2jV2-sec 

From Fig. 3-14, (j(Va) at -30 V = +0.495 X 82 JoImhosjV = +40.6 JoImhosjV. 

Eox W = (jo = 82 X 10-6 = 0.4 X 10-6 

tox L JoIo 205 

From Eq. (3-25), gm = -40.6 X 1O-6 ( -0.5) - 1.72(0.4 X 10-6)[( -30)( -0.5) 
- 0.125] = (20.3 - 10.2) X 10-6 = 10.1 JoImhos. This point is designated as 
"sample calculation" in Fig. 3-15. 
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Transient Response 

The MOS is a fairly fast device, with intrinsic cutoff frequencies in the neigh
borhood of 1 GHz. In practical circuits, however, actual switching speeds are 
two to three orders of magnitude below the cutoff frequency. The cause of slower 
switching speeds, as may be expected, is stray circuit capacitance* that must be 
charged and discharged during the transition period. This section attempts to 
analyze this switching transient. 

4-1 CUTOFF FREQUENCY 

It may be recalled that a figure of merit for some voltage-controlled devices is 
the gm/Cin ratio, where Cin is the input gate capacitance of the device. This 
ratio is roughly the 3-dB bandwidth of the device itself. t Equation (3-3) gives 
the saturation-region transconductance as gm = -/3(V G - V p). The input 
capacitance is simply that of a parallel-plate capacitor of area A and thickness tox• 

Combining Eqs. (3-3) and 

C. = AEox 
In tox 

(4-1) 

for the gm/C ratio yieldst 

(4-2) 

* Stray capacitance is defined as any capacitance unnecessary for actual device opera
tion. Capacitance from drain to substrate need not exist for proper device operation. 
For this reason, drain capacitance is not included in the cutoff-frequency calculation. 
In theory, a device could be built in which stray capacitance was so small as to be negligi
ble. If this were the case, the device would, in fact, be capable of operating at its theo
retical cutoff frequency. 

t For a thorough discussion of the MOS gain-bandwidth product and cutoff frequency, 
see Sah (Ref. 3 in the Bibliography for Chap. 2). 

t-8ee Ref. 15, p. 345, in the Bibliography for Chap. 2. 
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Notice that Eq. (4-2) is dependent only upon the length of the channel (direction 
of current flow) and not upon the width. Thus, increasing the channel width 
increases the capacitance as much as the transconductance, and no increase in 
cutoff frequency is achieved. Assuming a silicon device with a 0.2-mil channel 
length, a carrier mobility of 200 cm 2 IV -sec, and V G - V p = -10 V gives a device 
with a cutoff frequency of 

Ie = irmc = 1.27 GHz (4-3) 

(Note, however, that in a practical circuit where stray capacitance dominates, 
switching speeds are limited to 1 to 2 MHz.) 

The physical significance of cutoff frequency can be seen by examining the 
simplified small-signal equivalent-circuit representation of the MOS shown in 
Fig. 4-1. Here the input circuit consists of the gate capacitance coupled to the 
channel resistance, which to a first approximation equals l/Ym' The very large 
gate resistance across the input is neglected. Notice that the control voltage is 
that which appears across the gate capacitance and is not necessarily equal to the 
input voltage. If zero stray capacitance together with a purely resistive load is 
assumed, then the output voltage will follow exactly the control voltage Vc. 
Supplying a step input gives the intrinsic rise time across Cgate as approximately 
0.2 ns for the case of the previous example [Eq. (4-3)]. The output will follow 
Vc, resulting in a very fast theoretical switching time. 

In contrast to the previous case, a significant amount of stray capacitance is 
assumed across the output. Again, application of a step input voltage results in 
a 0.2-ns rise time across Cgate' The current generator is turned on and supplies 
YmVc amount of current within the 0.2 ns; however, it now takes a much longer 
time for the output voltage to follow. An example using typical 10 values will 

Input -
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pulse 
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t/'"'"O' "0", - To wldeband 
Fast rise and fall sampling 
times derived oscilloscope 

-+-~-\,-fro_m_O_H9 relay ~ iJ 
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determinins cutoFf.Frequency time 
constant. 



Fig. 4-3. Circuit used for common-source 
switching-time analysis. 
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give a rough approximation of practical switching speeds. Using the relation 
tI = Cv and substituting in Cstray = 1 pF, v = 10 V, I = 0.2 rnA yields a switching 
time of 50 ns. Notice that this is 250 times slower than the intrinsic rise time. 

Measurement of the intrinsic-time constant can be carried out by clamping the 
drain-source voltage (so that no output capacitance has to be charged or dis
charged) and observing the output-current response to a voltage step input. By 
measuring the time constant of the output-current waveform, an indication of the 
intrinsic cutoff can be obtained. Figure 4-2 shows the circuit to be used for this 
measurement. 

4-2 SWITCHING SPEED OF THE MOS 

1. Common-source Configuration. Figure 4-3 shows the circuit of a P-channel 
MOS used for analyzing and measuring the turn-on time of the MOS device 
when the speed is limited by a capacitive load. The capacitor C represents the 
load. R is a large resistance used to recharge C after it has been discharged by 
the MOS. R is assumed to have a negligible effect upon the turn-on switching 
time. * Figure 4-4 illustrates the path of operation during the discharge of C, 
superimposed upon the MOS characteristic curves, for a step input. Assuming 
Ql is off, the capacitor charges up to voltage V DD, shown as point Pl. When the 
gate is switched to a negative gate voltage V G, operation moves from point P l to 
point P2 in negligible time. From P 2 to P 3, operation is in the saturation region 
and the device is assumed to be a constant current source with a value of 

* In the design of an IC inverter, the driver device may well have significant voltage 
across it in the ON condition due to the static load current. The switching speed of the 
inverter will thus be modified by the presence of the load current. Considering I L 

results in an analysis that soon becomes bogged down in algebraic manipulations. The 
author did not think the excessive algebra was justified, and thus the analysis considering 
I L was not included. It will be shown later that the switching time in a practical inverter 
circuit is limited by the load device. For this situation, a more exact calculation of tON 

than is presented in this book is unnecessary. 
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Fig. 4-4. Transient path of operation superimposed 
upon device characteristics. 

This yields a transition time from P 2 to P a of 

(4-4) 

Equation (4-4) states the time it takes for a constant-current generator to charge 
a given capacitance to a given voltage. When the path of operation reaches P a, 

conditions change as the device begins to operate in the triode region. 
At point P a, the model for the MOS changes to that represented by Eq. (3-19). 

From Fig. 4-3, the capacitor current is equated to the MOS current, resulting in 

dv(t) {3 
C"""""(it = -(3(V 0 - VtI.)v(t) + '2 V(t)2 (4-5) 

Solving this equation for vet) (the output voltage across the capacitor) gives a 
result that is normalized in a manner analogous to a simple R-C circuit with an 
exponential decay: 

where r* = C/gm 

gm = -(3(Vo - VII.) 
Vi = Vo - VtI. 

vet) 2e- I /T 

v-; = 1 + e-I / T 
(4-6) 

Equation (4-6) is plotted in Fig. 4-5, along with an exponential for comparison. 
This equation is normalized to the ini.Lial vultage Vi (the liividing line between 

* By judicious selection of a normalizing time constant, switching-time calculations 
can be greatly simplified. In the transient analysis presented in this book, equations 
are normalized by the time constant C / Um. Switching times are then derived by selection 
of an appropriate coefficient, which may vary from 2.2 to 18. The time constant cor
relates the MOS circuit to a lumped, linear R-C network where R is constant at l/Um 
and transconductance is considered fixed at a value of - j3(V G - Vth). Section 3-2 dis-
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10% to 90% points = 2.74 T 

(T = C/gm) 

MOS 
gm = -fJ(VG - Vth) 
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Fig. 4-5. Switching-time response of a common-source MOS driver in the triode region compared 
with a resistor and current-source response. 

the saturation and triode regions), so that at t = 0, the capacitor voltage equals 
VI and the graph represents the output amplitude as unity. 

Figure 4-5 compares the time response of an MOS with that of a static resistor 
R having a value of l/gm and with that of a current source having a value of 
-,B/2(V G - Vth)2, all discharging the same value of capacitor. The resistor R 
represents the initial slope (about the origin) of the V-I characteristic of the 
MOS device. Since the normalizing axes are the same for all three curves, they 

cusses this channel resistance in some detail. It represents the initial slope (about the 
region V D = 0) of the MOS V-I characteristic for a given gate voltage. Figure 4-6 
designates the initial slope as R. 

A poor choice of time constants equates the normalizing resistance to the static value 
illustrated in Fig. 4-6. Rl corresponds to the supply voltage divided by the short-circuit 
current. Though obviously yielding the correct answer (with the appropriate coeffi
cient), the result is considerably more unwieldy and difficult to use. 
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can be compared directly. Notice that it takes the MOS a longer time to switch 
a given capacitor than it does the resistor R or the current source. This is logical 
because the resistor R is the lowest value of channel resistance that the MOS 
exhibits at any time, while a current source whose value is maintained at the 
initial current flow is always faster in charging a capacitor. The MOS, however, 
starts out with a static value that is twice the resistance of R (call it Rl)' As the 
drain voltage decays to zero, the static resistance looking into the drain decreases 
from Rl to R. An MOS will have a faster time response than will the resistor Rl 
when both are charging the same value of capacitance. The V-I characteristics 
of R, R1, the MOS, and the applicable current source are plotted in Fig. 4-6. 

The plot of Eq. (4-6) gives a result that is extremely easy to use. Switching 
time is generally specified between the 10 and 90 percent points. Starting at 
0.1 and 0.9 along the normalized amplitude axis, projecting over to the curve 
and then downward to the normalized time axis yields a normalized time of 2.74, 
or in other words, t. = 2.747. Thus a simple calculation of the time constant 
(7 = C / gm) is all that is necessary to determine the switching time in the triode 
region. 

To check the validity of Eq. (4-6), the switching time of the circuit illustrated 
in Fig. 4-3 was measured. A large capacitance was used to swamp out the effects 
of any stray capacitance. Operation was restricted to the triode region by setting 
the drain voltage at V G - V th , shown as voltage VI in Fig. 4-4. Calculation of 
the switching time of this circuit will be used as an illustrative example. 

A capacitor was selected which measured 0.004 J£F on a capacitance bridge. 
N ext, the necessary device parameters were found. A graph of V - I D vs. V G was 

-(312(VG - Vth)2 
Constont-current 
source 

I, rnA 

1---- Triode region of the MOS ---~'I 

R = 112 RI 
(Initial slope) 

RI (Stotic volue) 

Vo, volts 

Figure 4·6 

Vo = VG-Vth 
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saturation region 
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plotted from two measured values (Fig. 4-7). From this graph, V th was deter
mined. Knowing V th and one measured point gave the device constant {3 from 
ID = -{3j2(VG - V th)2. The calculated value of {3 was 184 JLmhosjV. For a 
-lO-V gate pulse, Eq. (4-6) gives a value of 

gm = -(-10 + 3.54) X 184 = 1,880JLmhos 

The time constant of this circuit is thus 

c (0.004 X 10-6) 

(1,880 X 10-6) = 2.12 JLS 

From Fig. 4-5, the switching time is predicted to be 2.74 T, or 

2.74 X 2.12 ,..s = 5.8 JLS 

Figure 4-8a shows the input and output wave shapes. The long turn-off time of 
the output pulse is caused by the 100-kg resistor charging the 0.004-JLF capacitor. 
A negative 10-V input pulse returns the output level to ground. The 10 to 90 
percent switching-time measurement is shown in Fig. 4-8b. The measured time 
is approximately 6.5 JLS and is in good agreement with the 5.8 JLS predicted. 
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Fig. 4-8. Graphs of measured time responses for a common-source MOS switch. 
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Fig. 4-9. Load switching-time circuits for saturation-region analysis: (a) inverter circuit using MOS 
load-substrate common to the sourcej (b) load equivalent circuitj (c) MOS load line and linear
resistor characteristic superimposed upon driver characteristic. 

2. Load Configuration, Substrate Common to Source, Saturation Region. In lOs, it is 
generally desirable to use an MOS as a load resistor. * Figure 4-9 shows how a 
device can be biased as a load (Fig. 4-9a) , gives the equivalent circuit of the device 
(Fig. 4-9b), and illustrates the load's nonlinear characteristic superimposed upon 
the output curves of the driver device (Fig. 4-9c). 

The circuit used to discuss the switching time of this load arrangement is 
Fig.4-9a. The driving transistor is turned on, allowing C L to discharge completely. 
Ql is then switched off, thus effectively removing it from the circuit and allowing 

* See Sec. 5-1. 
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the MOS load to charge CL • * The current charging ic is not a constant and is in 
fact a function of the voltage across CL • Because the load gate is returned to the 
drain and the device is assumed to be an enhancement-mode device, operation is 
always in the saturation region. The equation for the device in this region is 

The drain and capacitor currents are equated and yield 

dv(t) (3 
C-- = - [VGG - vet) - VthP 

dt 2 

where vet) is the capacitor output voltage. 
Solving this equation for vet) gives the time response for the MOS load and 

capacitor combination: 

vet) t/T 
Vt = 2 + t/T 

where V1 = VGG - V th (the final value)t 
T = C/gm 

gm = - (3(V GG - Vth) 

(4-7) 

Even though the result is not an exponential, it is still informative to plot 
Eq. (4-7) in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 4-5. Equation (4-7) is plotted 
in Fig. 4-10 along with an exponential response for a comparable R-C network. 
Notice that the MOS is considerably slower than the R-C network. This is 
reasonable and expected because as the output voltage across C increases toward 
V GG - V th, the MOS delivers less and less charging current to C. As in the 
resistive case [when vet) increases (decreasing the voltage across R), the current 
naturally decreases] the current, in the MOS case, decreases as vet) increases; 
however, in addition, the MOS is being turned off. This is analogous to a capaci
tor being charged by a nonlinear resistor whose resistance value increases as a 
function of capacitor voltage (see Fig. 4-9a). The speed of the circuit in Fig. 4-10, 
as measured between 10 and 90 percent, calculates to be 17.8T. 

An example will be presented to illustrate this method of calculating switching 
speed, and calculated values will then be compared with measured values. By 
using the same device as in the previous example, the device parameters are 
known from Fig. 4-7 as (3 = 184 J.lmhos, V th == -3.54 V. Using a -1O-V sup
ply yields a gm of -184(-10 + 3.54) = 1,880 J.lmhos and a time constant of 
T = C/gm = (4.1 X 10-9)/(1.88 X 10-3) = 2.17 J.ls. 

Switching speed "" 18T = 18 X 2.17 J.lS = 39 J.lS 

* Ql is assumed to have zero storage time. 
t See footnote in Sec. 5-1. 
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Actual switching time was measured at 48 p.s. For a -15-V supply, the gm 
increases to 2,110 p.mhos, which decreases the time constant to 1.94 p.s. Calcu
lated switching speed is 18 X 1.94 p.s = 34.9 p.s, as compared with the measured 
value of 40 p.s. (Reference 1 covers switching speed in some detail.) 

Because of the exceptionally slow response of the MOS connected as shown in 
Fig. 4-10, switching time of the load device, as opposed to the driver, is generally 
the cause of frequency limiting in digital circuits. An effective method frequently 
used to overcome this drawback and increase the frequency range is to return the 
load gate to a supply greater than \ V DD\, as illustrated in Fig. 4-11a. If V GG is 
increased beyond the drain supply by an amount greater than the load threshold 
voltage, the device enters the triode region and the switching characteristic is 
generally improved. 

3. Load Configuration, Substrate to Source, Triode Region. Increased speed can be 
attributed to the fact that a higher gate voltage prevents the load device from 
turning off during the switching transient. The higher the gate voltage, the 
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Fig. 4-10. Switching-time response of an MOS load in the saturation region, with an R-C network 
for comparison. . 
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Fig. 4-11. Switching-time response of an MOS load in the triode region, showing the two limits 
(m = 0, m = 1) between which the MOS load must operate. When m = 1 the ordinate changes to 
v(t)/V1 as in Fig. 4-10. 

more linear the load V-I characteristic becomes (see Fig. 4-9c). In the limit as 
V GG -+ 00, the load characteristic approaches that of a fixed resistor whose switch
ing characteristic is 2.2T. This represents a theoretical increase in speed of about 
eight times over the 18T saturated case. 

Analysis proceeds by equating the capacitor and device current (triode region). 
The output voltage is represented as a function of time, v(t): 

C dv(t) 7i (It = (V GG - vet) - V th ) (V DD - vet)) - 7~(V DD - V(t))2 (4-8) 
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Rearranging the terms yields 

C dv(t) = V DD _ vet) + V(t)2 - V DD2 
.B(V GG - Vn.) dt 2(V GG - Vth) 

(4-9) 

By dividing both sides by V DD, defining gm = -.B(V GG - V p), and letting 
VDD/(VGG - V th) == m*, the following normalized differential equation is obtained 
(the m factor is a normalized bias parameter and represents how "hard" the load 
has been pushed into the triode region) : 

Q d[v(t)/V DDJ = 1 _ vet) +! [( vet) )2 _ 1J m (4-10) 
gm dt V DD 2 V DD 

Letting C/gm = r = C/[ -.B(V GG - Va,)] and separating variables yield 

(t t {V(tl/VDD d[v(t)/V DD] (4-11) 
10 ;;: = }o Y2m[v(t)/V DDJ2 - [v(t)/V DD] + (1 - Y2m) 

Integration of Eq. (4-11) gives the normalized output voltage as a function of the 
normalized time with m as a parameter: 

vet) (2 - m)(l - e-(tfT)(l-m) 

V DD = 2 - m(l + e-(t/T)(l-m) 
(4-12) 

Equation (4-12)t is plotted against two time scales (one linear and one log) in 
Fig. 4-11, where the normalized voltage parameter m results in a family of 
curves. The parameter m [m = VDD/(VGG - V th )] varies from 0 (when VGG is 
infinitely large) to 1 (when V DD 2: V GG - V th). When m = 0, Eq. (4-12) simpli
fies to the exponential that describes a fixed resistor charging a capacitor in a time 
of 2.2r. When m = 1, Eq. (4-12) reduces (by the use of L'Hospital's rule) to 
Eq. (4-7), which says that the device now is operating in the saturation region 
with an lSr switching time. 

The information contained in Fig. 4-11 can be presented in a different form 
which is useful in a number of cases. The 10 to 90 percent switching time is 
plotted as a function of normalized voltage in Fig. 4-12. As an example, a typical 
case is assumed in which V GG = -24 V, V DD = -12 V, and V th = -5 V. This 
yields an m value of 0.63. From the graph, one can see that the switching time 
is 4.6r. Earlier, it was stated that switching time could be improved over the 

* Valid for 0 :5; m :5; 1. 

t Mobility variation as given in Eq. (3-29) may be included in the switching-time 
measurements for more accurate results. 2·t The following equation shows the added 
effect of J.I(V G): 

!... __ l_ln I (v(t)/VDD - 1)(2 - m) I 
To - m - 1 m(v(t)/VDD) - 2 + m 

+ 8(VGG - V'h) In I (V(t»2/VDD - ;(~)~VDD) + 2 - m I (4-12a) 

where To is the time constant using J.lo from Fig. 3-14. 
t Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the Bibliography at the end of the 

chapter. 
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saturated case by returning the gate to a voltage higher than the drain. The 
example illustrates a reduction in time from 18T to 4.6T. Of course, the actual 
switching time depends upon the time constant; but for equivalent values of the 
time constant, C / gm, the example shows a device switching almost four times 
faster in the triode region than if it were in the saturated region. 

It is possible to vary the device geometry while increasing the gate voltage (for 
faster switching), thus keeping a constant gain (and time constant). Under this 
condition, the d-c power remains unchanged while the time-constant coefficient is 
decreased. The resultant speed increase is accomplished at no increase in the 
static power drain. One can also increase the gate voltage on a fixed-geometry 
device, resulting in an increase in gain. In this case, the time constant, as well 
as its coefficient, shows a decrease. Appreciably faster switching speeds are 
observed, but at the price of higher power dissipation. 

4. Load Configuration, Substrate Common to Ground. Even though the switching 
curves in Fig. 4-11 were derived for an MOS load whose substrate is returned to 
the source terminal (discrete case), they can be used to determine "worst-case" 
switching speeds for the case of a grounded substrate (actual Ie case). Equation 
(4-12) shows the switching characteristic to be dependent upon T and m-both of 
which are functions of Vth • V th is also a function of the output voltage for the 
grounded-substrate configuration. m and T are shown in the following equation 
to be functions of the variable pinchoff voltage: 

(4-13) 

(Figure 2-16 plots .:l V th as a function of back-gate bias or output voltage.) 

Fig. 4-12. Switching time (10 to 90 percent 
points) vs. biasing parameter m. 
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Notice in Eq. (4-13) that as 16 Vthl increases, the terms m and T also increase. 
Figure 4-12 shows that an increase in these two terms results in increased switching 
times. A "worst-case" approach to grounded-substrate switching-time calcula
tions would be: 

1. Consider the highest output voltage swing. 
2. Using this voltage, refer to Fig. 2-16 to find the value of AVth. 

3. Place this voltage into Eq. (4-13) to find the "worst-case" values of m andT. 
4. Read the switching time from Fig. 4-11a or 4-12. 

To illustrate the above procedure and to check the validity of the switching
time calculations, measured times will be compared with calculated times for both 
the grounded-substrate case and the case of the substrate returned to the source. 
Measurements on device No. 78B-7 gave the following parameters: 

1. Vth = 5.4 V (extrapolated value). 
2. {3 = 50 ,umhos/V. 
3. Kl = 1.1 V~. 

The device was operated in the triode region with a drain voltage of -10 V for 
two values of gate voltage: -25.4 V and -35.4 V. A capacitor measuring 786 pF 
was used as the load. Stray capacitance was assumed equal to 9 pF, giving a 
total capacitive load of 795 pF for calculations. Actual switching time without 
the external capacitor was very fast (50 ns) in comparison with any of the actual 
switching times measured, so that stray effects were neglected. 

Time-constant calculations require the C/{3 ratio, which was found to be 

C 795 X 10-12 

-{3 = -50 X 10-6 = -15.9,us - V 

For the first measurement (substrate to source, V GG = - 24.5 V): 

-10 
m = -25.4 + 5.4 = 0.5 

-15.9,us - V 
T = (-25.4 + 5.4) V = 0.795,us 

Figure 4-12 shows the 10 to 90 percent rise time to be 3.7ST. Thus 

tr = 3.75(0.79) ,us = 2.98.us 

(4-14) 

The actual measured value was 2.5 ,us. For the second measurement, the gate 
voltage was increased to -35.4 V, yielding 

m= 
-10 

-35.4 + 5.4 = 0.33 
-15.9.us - V 

T = (-35.4 + 5.4) V = 0.53.us 

From Fig. 4-12, the rise time is equal to 3.0T: 

tr = 3(0.53) .us = 1.59 .us 

The measured value was 1.55 .us. 
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The third case considers the grounded-substrate condition. Referring to Fig. 
2-16, for an output swing of -10 V and Kl = 1.1, ~ V th = -2.6 V. Threshold 
voltage is to be increased by -2.6 V, so that Vth(vout) = -5.4 - 2.6 = 8.0 V. 
Again, for V GG = -24.5, 

m= 
-10 

-24.5 + 8 = 0.575 r= 
-15.9 J.l.s - V 
(-24.5 + 8) V = 0.915 J.l.S 

From Fig. 4-12, tr = 4.2r. Calculated rise time is then 

tr = 4.2(0.915) J.l.S = 3.84 J.l.S 

Rise time was measured at 3.3 J.l.S. Also, for the grounded-substrate case, a fourth 
measurement is made where V GG = - 35.4 V: 

-10 
m = -35.4 + 8 = 0.365 

-15.9 J.l.S - V 
r = (_ 35.4 + 8) V = 0.58 J.l.S 

Rise time is 3.12r. tt = 3.12(0.58) J.l.S = 1.82 J.l.S. This value compares favorably 
with the 1.9 J.l.S measured time. 

Conclusions regarding the load switching times are as follows: 

1. Equations and curves given in this chapter form a reasonably accurate 
model for switching considerations. 

2. The argument presented, which takes into account the grounded substrate/ 
is a valid argument yielding good results. 

3. The lower the gate voltage, the less accurate are the switching times. 
This is due to the difficulty in describing threshold voltages at low cur
rent levels. (See the footnote regarding threshold voltage in Sec. 5-1.) 
Threshold-voltage variations also show up as a smaller percentage of error 
at high gate voltages than at lower voltages. 

4. The following table summarizes the calculated and measured switching 
times. The percentages shown represent the error in the calculated values 
as compared with the measured values. 

Substrate to source: 
Calculated ... '" ...... . 
Measured ............. . 
Error ................ . 

Substrate to ground: 
Calculated ............ . 
Measured ............. . 
Error ................ . 

Vaa = -25.4 Vaa = -35.4 

2. 98 /loS 
2.5 /loS 

19.2% 

3.84/loS 
3.3 /loS 

15.5% 

1.59/loS 
1.55/los 
2.6% 

1.82/loS 
1.9 /loS 

4.2% 

The photographs in Fig. 4-13 show composite switching times for the MOS 
load. Four values of gate voltage are used to illustrate switching-time dependence 
upon this voltage. Notice the deleterious effect the back-gate bias (output volt-
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Unit No. 78B-7 VGG = -20, -25, -30, -35 V 

--10 
LJ'OO' -10 V 

Output, volts c~ 
-0 

795PF~ut 

90%-

10%-

0.5 jl-s/cm 

Time 
[0 ) 

90%-

VGG = -20, -25, -30, -35 V 

L~'OV 

° 
+-0+ 

-
10%-

0.5 jl-s/cm 

Time 

[ b) 

Fig. 4-13. Photographs of actual MOS load switching times: (a) substrate common to source; (b) sub
strate common to ground. 

age) produces in switching times (shown in Fig. 4-13b). This is particularly 
evident at the lower gate voltages, where ~ Vth causes a larger percentage of change 
in m and T than at the higher voltages. 
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5 

Basic MOS Integrated-circuit Concepts 

Until now, this book has discussed the MOS as if it were essentially a discrete 
device. The device has been characterized, equations have been written, and 
various factors-those that dominate device operation-have been considered. 
However, as subtitle suggests, the MOS must also be considered as an 10 circuit 
element. In this age of lOs, the major impact of MOS technology will be made 
in this area, and it is fitting that this chapter should emphasize the relationship of 
this new technology to 10 usage. 

Upon examining the physical layout and structure used in MOS integrated 
technology, one immediately notices the total lack of conventional components in 
integrated form. For the most part, large MOS integrated arrays contain only 
MOS devices-no individual resistors, capacitors, or diodes. * There are a number 
of reasons for this departure from the use of conventional components: 

1. The MOS can effectively perform the function of a diffused resistor. 
2. Coupling capacitors are omitted because of the ability of the MOS to 

direct-couple. 
3. Multiple-clocking schemes, which are used in the great majority of MOS 

circuits, help eliminate components such as blocking capacitors. 
4. The symmetrical nature of the MOS allows it to be used as a symmetrical 

switch-giving the designer an added degree of freedom not generally 
available in bipolar ICs. 

5-1 THE MOS AS A LOAD RESISTORt 

While diffused resistors typically exhibit 100 to 200 n/D, the MOS is capable of 
20,000 n/D, giving practical resistance values of the order of 100 to 200 kn. By 

.. The exceptions are protective diodes across the input gates and stray capacitance 
used to store charge in "dynamic" systems. 

t For an additional discussion of the MOS as a load, see Ref. 19 in the Bibliography 
for Chap. 2. 

87 
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VGG Voo VGG Voo L t-Coo' , .. ,,, D (Substrate) 

r Vout 

Input I~D' :;::.:...J river 
device 

Ll Load 
V device 

Q'r~~+ Vout 

Input I~D' :;::.:...J rIVer 
O2 device 

(0) (b) 
Fig. 5·1. Inverters using MOS loads: (a) discrete 
case; (b) IC case. 

using less area than a conventional diffused resistor, MOS technology allows more 
complex circuitry on a single monolithic chip than would otherwise be possible. 

1. Load Equivalent Circuits. Figure 5-1 shows an inverter circuit utilizing an 
MOS as the load resistor. Two possibilities for connecting the substrate are 
shown. In Fig. 5-1a, the substrate is connected to the source (this is possible 
when discrete devices are used); while in Fig. 5-1b, the substrate is grounded 
(which is always the case for MOS devices in integrated form). 

For enhancement-mode devices and for V GS = V DS, the load is restricted to 
the saturation region. The inequality determining saturation-region operation 
demands that I V DI ~ IV G - Vlnl, and when V G = V D, operation is always to the 
right of the V D = V G - VII. curve (shown as the dashed line in Fig. 5-2). The 
equation describing operation in this region is 

(5-1) 

The V-I load line characteristic of a P-channel load (Fig. 5-1) superimposed 

/ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I Vos = VGs • locus of 
I operation of MOS load 

I 
I 

Load - device V - I 
characteristics 

Vos. volts 
Fig. 5·2. Load·device characteristics showing 
locus of operation in the saturation region. 
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upon the characteristic curve of a driver device is shown in Fig. 5-3. This figure, 
of course, represents the graphical solution of two simultaneous equations; one 
is the equation for the driver device, and the other is the equation for the load 
device. Any intersection of these two curves represents a possible operating 
condition. 

In the ON condition, operation is shown at point Pl. Low-current operation 
and a large-geometry driver device are assumed. The voltage across the driver 
will be small when compared with the supply, so that VON '" 0 V. Also ION, the 
current actually flowing, is assumed equal to II, which is the current that would 
actually flow if VON = o. When the driver is switched off, the output voltage 
(Fig. 5-1) rises toward the gate voltage minus the threshold voltage of the load 
(Vout '" V DD - V th , when V GG = V DD). Notice that the output-voltage swing 
is less than the full supply voltage. For example, if V th = -5 V, V DD = -15 V, 
the output of the inverter (Fig. 5-1a) only swings from 0 to -10 V. The reduction 
in output occurs because a voltage approximately equal to Vt/, must be dropped 
across the load (gate-to-source) to initiate conduction. To solve for the static 
operating conditions of the circuits in Fig. 5-1, equivalent circuits will be derived 
for both the ON and OFF conditions. 

If the driver device of Fig. 5-1 is on hard enough to be assumed a short circuit 
(VON '" 0 V), then the current due to the load device is given in Eq. (5-1). Since 
the gate is returned back to the drain supply, VG = V DD , and Eq. (5-1) becomes 

(5-2) 

This equation can be rearranged to give a physical interpretation of the doc 
load in terms of a Thevenin's equivalent circuit: 

I = V DD - Vth V DD - V th 6.V 
(5-3) 

2/[ -,B(V DD - V th )] 2/gm ! = RL = 

Equation (5-3) says that the load current may be thought of as a voltage divided 

Fig. 5-3. Driver characteristics with MOS load 
line superimposed. 

« 
E 
..§ , 

Point of operation 
PI (ON condition) 

::----========-MOS load line 

Point of 
Voltage !'=il'======="'~ I::.......j. operation (OFF 
across I- Voltage across load iVth condition) 
device VON 

f-----Voo 

Vos, volts 

VGG is assumed = Voo 
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Fig. 5-4. Equivalent ON circuit\Of MOS load in the saturation region. 

by a given resistance; the voltage is the drain supply reduced by the threshold 
voltage, and the load resistor is 2/gm1• (The gm here is, of course, that of the 
load.) The equivalent circuit given by Eq. (5-3) is shown in Fig. 5-4. For 
example, assume a -15-V drain supply, a -6-V threshold, and a typical gm (for a 
P-channel Ie load) of 15 ,umhos. The static or doc current is* 

-15 + 6 
I = +2/15 X 10-6 

-9 V 
133 kQ = -67.5 J.l.A 

From the above discussion, 

(5-4) 

A graphical interpretation of Eq. (5-3) and Fig. 5-4 is seen by observing the 
V-I characteristics of a typical load device, as shown in Fig. 5-5. In the equivalent 
circuit, a voltage Vth is shown opposing the supply-this is represented by dis
placing the V-I curve from the origin by an amount V th • The resistance of the 
equivalent circuit is the reciprocal slope of the line from PI (the new origin for the 
curve) to P 2, the doc operating point. Because a static (as opposed to incremental) 
resistance is being considered, the reciprocal slope of the line P I-P2 is chosen as 
the equivalent resistance instead of the tangent at point P 2• Since the load is 
operating in the saturation region, the V-I characteristic is a square-law or para
bolic curve. Due to the mathematics of this type of curve, RL = 2/gm1 , where gml 

is the slope at Pl. 
The equivalent circuit of the active load in the OFF condition is not so easily or 

"nicely" characterized as it is in the ON state. However, it is still reasonable to 
represent the load as some resistor in series with some voltage. When the driver 
device of Fig. 5-1 turns off, the output voltage (the load source) begins to rise. 

* V ON is the product of the load current and the resistance of the driver device. This 
can be expressed as (V DD - Vth)gmz!(gml + 2gmD). When R 1c• d » Rdriver, VON can be 
written as 

(5-5) 
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Eq. (5-11 PI 0 

R ,..L 
L gm 

:::--------Static operating point, on 
10, ON 

L-- Total voltage drop 
I across the load = Voo 

(b) 

Fig. 5-5. V-I characteristics of a two-terminal MOS load (saturation region). 

This reduces the gate-to-source voltage across the load and begins turning the 
device off. The load transconductance is reduced, which in turn increases its 
resistance. This resistance increases until, theoretically, it reaches an infinite 
value when the load has turned itself off. Of course, there are practical bounds 
on the output resistance, such as the resistance of the source-to-substrate reverse
biased P-N junction. 

2. Output Voltage of a Load Device. Figure 5-1 shows the two cases that must 
be considered when discussing the doc output voltage (the final value) of the load. 
In the discrete case, where the substrate can be returned directly to the source, 
the pinchoff or threshold voltage is not modulated by a reverse bias on the channel 
(see Sec. 2-3). For this case, the output voltage is simply V GG - V th (where V th is 
constant). * However, in the Ie case, the load and driver substrate are common 
and at ground potential. As the source terminal of the load (the output) rises, 
the channel becomes reverse-biased with respect to the substrate and the threshold 
varies in accordance with Eq. (2-31). The output swing is thus reduced in magni
tude from the situation shown in Fig. 5-1a. The output is now V GG - Vth(vout) , * 
where threshold is shown to be a function of the output voltage. 

By using the approximation that Vout = V GG - Vth(vout) and substituting Eq. 

* These two equations representing the output voltage are of necessity only approxima
tions. In the low-current region, threshold or pinchoff is difficult to define and express 
analytically. Threshold is generally considered, in this book, to be an extrapolated 
value, so that the V-I characteristic of the device does not actually pass through Vth. 
The extrapolated line that defines threshold is determined from data points in a relatively 
high-current region. As the actual device current approaches threshold, it departs from 
the straight-line representation (see Figs. 2-14 and 2-16). One can see that in the low
current region (where the OFF load operates), the amount of current will modify the 
output voltage found by using the extrapolated V th. Thus, in Fig. 2-16, the magnitude 
of the threshold voltage at -0.5 p.A is 0.25 V lower than the extrapolated value. In an 
Ie, the only significant doc load being driven by internal active MOS loads will be the 
leakage current of reverse-biased junctions. This type of load is difficult to predict in 
a way that will lend itself to easy circuit design. The author has found, however, that 
reasonable results can be expected when the extrapolated value of pinchoff is used. 
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(2-30) for Vth(vout), it is possible to derive a simple expression relating the input 
(V DD) and output (vout) voltages as a function of doping level, oxide thickness, etc. 
(constant K 1): 

(5-6) 

Rearranging terms and solving for V GG - V th as a function of the output voltage 
yield 

or 
VGG - V th = Vout + .6.Vth 
VGG - V th = Vout - K 1[V'-----;-;(2"""""c/J-:-p----;"+-vo-ut') - v' -2c/JpJ 

(5-7) 

Equation (5-7) is left in terms of the output voltage strictly for convenience. 
Solving for Vout results in a large and unwieldy expression which is more difficult 
to plot than Eq. (5-7). 

As an example, assume an output of -13 V, a threshold of -5 V, and Kl = 1.0. 
From Fig. 2-16, .6. V th = -2.9 V. Plugging these values into Eq. (5-7) yields 

VGG+5=-13-2.9 
VGG = -20.9 volts 

Equation (5-7), together with the datum point from the example, is plotted in 
Fig. 5-6a for the case where V GG = V DD. Vout is plotted against both (V GG - V th) , 

a normalized abscissa which makes the graph a universal graph, and V GG for a 
specific illustration where Vth = -5 V. Notice that as the substrate doping is 
increased, higher input voltages V GG are required to produce the same output 
voltage. This figure also shows that the output voltage is independent of the 
drain voltage so long as the drain supply is kept high. 

3. Load Gate Returned to Separate Supply. Figure 5-6a shows that a significant 
percentage of the total supply voltage can be lost across an active MOS load. 
For the example illustrated in the figure, the output voltage is reduced 38 percent 
below the input. This situation results in unnecessary power dissipation to 
achieve a desired output voltage. Fortunately, there is an easy solution to the 
problem. By returning the gate supply to a higher voltage than V DD, threshold 
voltage is effectively cancelled. When the gate supply V GG is returned high 
enough to offset the deleterious effect of V th + .6. V th, the load source (the output) 
will swing the full drain supply and clamp at V DD, as shown in Fig. 5-6b. Notice 
that the abscissa is plotted as V GG - V th to normalize the curve to the general case. 

Verification of Eq. (5-7) is seen in Fig. 5-6c. Here the device parameters Kl 
and V th were measured and plugged into the equation, and Vout was plotted. 
Measured data of the output voltage were also plotted. Close agreement is 
observed between the calculated and measured voltages. This suggests that using 
extrapolated values of threshold in Eq. (5-7) does, in fact, yield reasonably close 
results. 

5-2 MOS INVERTER 

1. Physical Layout. The inverter circuit of Fig. 5-1b is shown implemented in a 
physical layout in Fig. 5-7. The driver device Q2 is shown as a large-geometry 
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*Capacitor C was included to reduce noise during the measurement 

Fig. 5-6. Output voltage from MOS load with grounded substrate. (a) Gate returned to drain. 
(b) Gate returned to a supply that is higher than the drain. (e) Measured data compared with theory. 
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device when compared with the load device Ql' The bottommost P+ diffusion 
(heavy P diffusion) serves as the source of the driver device. The top P+ diffusion 
serves as the drain of the load, while the middle diffusion acts as both a source 
and a drain for the load and driver, respectively. This utilization of a common 
diffused area for more than one function, serving as both a source and a drain, 
greatly reduces the overall chip area when fabricating MOS circuits. Another 
space saving in MOS circuitry results because no isolation diffusions are required 
between devices; the P+ regions are inherently isolated from the N-type substrate. 

Fringing effects between the ends of the source and drain present a design prob
lem since there exists a portion of the channel that is uncontrolled by the device 
gate. This problem can be solved by the use of two techniques: (1) terminating 
the channel ends in thick oxide (12,000 to 15,000 A), and (2) extending the gate 
metal past the device diffusions on each end, as shown in Fig. 5-7. 

The effect of using thick oxide is seen in Eq. (2-24). This equation shows that 
threshold voltage is directly proportional to oxide thickness tox • Thus the thicker 
the oxide, the higher the turn-on voltage. Assume the driver device exhibits a 
4-V threshold and uses 1,500 A of gate oxide. If the ends of the channel are 
terminated in 15,000 A oxide, these portions of the wafer (external to the device) 
will show a threshold 10 times greater than the driver, or 40 V. Limiting voltages 
to less than 40 V ensures that no silicon-surface inversion will take place in thick
oxide regions. No inversion means no fringing channel. 

The reason for extending the gate metal past the ends of the channel is to be 
sure to maintain control over the fringing channel, if it does, in fact, exist. The 
metal overlaps sufficiently that any fringing channel that does exist will have such 
a low W / L ratio that its effect will be extremely small. 

In the layout of Fig. 5-7, the load gate is returned directly to the load drain and 

Contact to P + 

Load channel area I ',1 d;H";"",,, 

5.4 LK~~~Y----;'~~ mils Output 1 Q,{ Output of Q~ is 
extended to term a 
crossover or tunnel 

Signal line 

~ 2.8----..J 
mils 

f-- 2 mils --1 
Fig. 5-7. Physical layout of practical inverter 
(scale drawing), 
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V DD. This has the advantage of requiring only one power supply and one inter
connecting lead. There are times in MOS integrated circuitry that any dis
advantage the load may exhibit when wired as shown in Fig. 5-7 is outweighed by 
the topological problem presented when just one additional bus wire must be 
incorporated into the layout. 

2. Design Example. It will now be constructive to design a simple inverter 
circuit. The configuration is to be the same as in Fig. 5-1b, and the inverter is to 
be built on 3-g-cm N-type silicon (Kl ""' 1). A voltage swing of from -0.5 to 
-10 V is required, and the ON current is to equal -50 jl.A. Threshold voltages 
are typically -5 V. The input-voltage swing is from -0.5 to -10 V. 

a. Driver-device Calculation. 

VON = IDrON 

VON 
rON =-

ID 

rON = -0.5 V = 10 kg 
-50jl.A 

where rON is the ON resistance of the driver. 
From Eq. (3-21), l/rON ""' gm, and 

From Eq. (3-3), gm is given as 

or 

Using typical values for the constants (see the Notation section in the beginning 
of the book) gives a numerical value of 

W 
gm = -4.5 X 1O-6 £" (-5V) 

Assuming a channel length of 0.2 mil yields a channel width of 0.89 mil for a 
width-to-length ratio of 4.45. 

b. Load-device Calculation (Saturation Region). Referring to Fig. 5-6 for the 
output voltage, a -17.5-V supply is required for -10 V out. ID(oN) can be 
calculated as follows: 

From Eq. (5-3), ID(oN) = (VD - VON - Vth)/RL, where V D = -17.5 V, 
V th = -5 V, VON = -0.5 V. 

RL = -17.5 + 0.5 + 5 = 0.24 Mg 
-50jl.A 
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Now, from Eq. (5-4), RL = 2/gm z, so that 

2 2 
gmt = RL = 0.24 X 106 = 8.34 ,umhos 

gm = -4.5 X 10-6 ~ (-17.5 + 5 + 0.5) = 8.34 X 10-6 

Assuming a width of 0.2 mil yields a length of 1.3 mils for a W / L ratio of 0.154. 
Notice the vast difference in the character of the· geometries between the two 

types of devices. The W / L ratio of the driver device is much greater than that 
for the load. In fact (W / L)D/ (W / L)l = 28.9. As will be demonstrated shortly, 
the greater the ratio of (W/L)D/(W/L)l, the greater will be the voltage gain of 
the inverter and, consequently, the noise margin. 

3. Static TransFer Curves, Substrate Returned tc> Source. A good deal of information 
concerning the operation of the inverter stage of Fig. 5-1a is contained in its 
static transfer curve, where the output voltage is plotted as a function of the 
input voltage. Analysis is based upon Fig. 5-8, in which the nonlinear load line 
of the MOS load is superimposed upon the V-I characteristic of the driver. In 
this low-frequency analysis, capacitive reactances are considered negligible, so the 
load and driver currents may be equated: 

- ~ [(V DD - VDSD) - VthlP = - {JD (V GSD - VthD )2 (5-8) 
2 2 

where V GG = V DD. (The left-hand side corresponds to the load current, while 
the right-hand side represents the driver.) From Fig. 5-8, it is seen that V DSD is 

Voo 

~1l01 
VGS1~ 

I ~ Vout = Voso 

Vin~~ 
VGS~ 

VGsl = Voo - Vout 

VGSo = gate-to-source voltage 
of the driver = vin 

Vtho = threshold voltage of 
the driver 

Vthl = threshold voltage of 
the load 

voso = drain -to-source voltage 
of the driver = Vout 

<t 
E 
o ..... 

_ f30 2 
I - -""2 (VGSO - Vtho) 

Driver characteristic in 
the saturation region 

I {31 (V, V 2 = -y 00 - Vout - th\) 

Load characteristic 

I-- Vout -----l I--Vm-+l Vos, volts 

I, Voo ------~·I 

Fig. 5-8. Load line characteristic of active load superimposed upon driver-device characteristic. 
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the output voltage, while VasD corresponds to the inverter input voltage. Sub
stituting Vout and Vin into Eq. (5-8) and solving for the normalized output voltage 
as a function of the normalized input voltage yield 

Vout = _ VfJR Vin - V thD + 1 
Vaa - V thl VGG - VIM 

(5-9) 

where VfJR = VfJD/fJl. 
Notice that this is the equation for a straight line. Equation (5-9) is valid so 

long as the driver device stays in the saturation region. When the driver enters the 
triode region, its current equation changes to ID = -fJD[(Vin - VlhD)Vout - V~ut]. 
Again equating the driver and load currents results in a normalized expression for 
the transfer curve: 

Vout 
1 + fJR Vin - V thD ± ~(fJR Vin - VlhD)2 + fJR (2 Vin - VtnD - 1) 

VaG - Vthl VGG - V lh VaG - V lh 

Vaa - V lhl 
(5-10) 

where fJR = fJD!fJl; a minus sign is used for a P-channel device. 
Equations (5-9) and (5-10) are presented in normalized form in Fig. 5·9. For 

a practical example, assume Vlhl = V thD = -5 V and V DD = V GG = -15 V. 
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Vin,volts (Example, Vth = -5 V, Voo = VGG = -15 V) 

Fig. 5·9. Static transfer curves; Vout VS. Vin' 
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Slope=-&-2 

Slope=-&-1 

Boundary line, slope = + 1 

Vertical 0.5 V fcrn 

Horizontal 0.5 Vfcrn 

Fig. 5-10. Photograph of superimposed transFer curves. 

The output remains constant at -10 V as the magnitude of Vin is increased from 
Oto -5 V. At this point, the driver begins to conduct. Both the driver and 
the load are in the saturation region (region II), where the output voltage is a 
linear function of the input voltage. The slope of the curves in region II is found 
by differentiating Eq. (5-9) with respect to Vin. The resulting equation, an expres
sion for the voltage gain in the linear transition region, is dependent upon device 
geometries only and not on the applied voltage:* 

dVout = A = _ Wr> = _ ~(W /L)D 
dVin v '\JPz (W /L)I 

(5-11) 

The physical reason for the straight-line relationship in region II is that both 
devices are square-law devices operating in the saturation region. The square
law characteristics cancel in such a way as to produce a linear relationship. 

As IVinl increases, operation shifts into region III, where the driver device begins 
to operate in the triode region. Here there is no longer a linear correspondence 
between Vout and Vin. Regions II and III are separated by a line originating from 
the driver threshold point (in the case of the example, -5 V). The equation for 
this dividing line is 

Vout = Vin - V PD (5-12) 

which is essentially the same as Eq. (2-18). 
Figure 5-10 shows two transfer curves superimposed on the same photograph. 

The devices used for these measurements had identical geometries. The upper
most curve is for the case of one active load and one identical driver. Because 
of equal width-to-Iength ratios, the Igainl (or Islopel) equals unity (VI7I = 1). 
The lower curve represents the situation of one load common to four driver devices 
in parallel. With four times the width for the driver device, the gain or slope 
increases to 2 [see Eq. (5-11)]. The measured slope of the transfer curves agrees 

* Equation (5-11) suggests a method for determining the W /L ratio of a device when 
device constants, such as tox[see Eq. (2-15)], are unknown. 
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Fig. 5-11. Circuit IIsed to define noise margin. No. I No.2 No.3 

closely with the predicted values, and the general shape of the curves follows 
closely those of Fig. 5-9. * 

The foregoing analysis tacitly assumes that the threshold voltage of the load 
device remains constant as the output voltage swings with respect to ground or 
the substrate. This is not strictly true in the case of ICs (Fig. 5-1b), but it has 
been used to introduce the idea of the static transfer curve. 

The curves of Fig. 5-9 are useful in predicting the noise margin of the inverter 
circuit. t Noise margin may be defined loosely as the ability of a circuit to give 
the correct output in the presence of spurious signals. Figure 5-11, showing 
three simple inverters connected in cascade, will be used to illustrate the concept 
of noise margin. Because the drivers are assumed to be identical and the loads 
are assumed to be equal, one transfer curve (Fig. 5-12) will serve for all three 
inverters. As a practical matter, in the following approximate analysis, noise 
margin is defined as the voltage necessary to move the point of operation into 
the high-gain transition region (region II). 

The noise margin of inverter No.3, the OFF inverter, is simply the difference 

* It is obvious that the circuit shown in Fig. 5-9 would be useful in amplifier design, 
where a linear output as a function of input voltage is required. A large linear swing of 
the output can be achieved in a simple inverter circuit without the use of negative feed
back. See Sec. 6-4 for a further discussion of the linear application. 

t For an additional discussion of noise margin, see Ref. 1 in the Bibliography at the 
end of the chapter. 

Fig. 5-12. Inverter transfer curve illustrating noise 
margin. 

High-gain transition region 

Noise 
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~ 
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Vsupply (Voo) 
~ 

ON 
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between the threshold voltage of Q3 and the ON voltage of Q2. In other words, 
the noise margin is that voltage which, when added to the normal voltage on the 
gate of Q3 (which is V ON of Q2), will initiate conduction in Qa. At this point, 
operation enters the transition region. Noise-margin voltage is thus Vth - VON 
and is shown graphically in Fig. 5-12. 

Now, considering the case of the ON inverter (No.2), one can see that the 
supply minus the load threshold voltage of inverter No. 1 is the input voltage 
driving the ON inverter. The difference between this driving voltage and the 
voltage at the edge of the high-gain transition region is the noise margin of the 
ON inverter. 

It should be pointed out that the definition of noise margin used (i.e., the 
voltage required to bring the operating point just to the edge of the transition 
region) is a conservative criterion in practical circuits. In most cases, spurious 
signals can, in fact, push the operating point somewhat into the transition region 
without producing a false output. As the gain of the driver device is increased, 
the slope of the transition region in Fig. 5-12 increases, so that the approximate 
analysis approaches the actual noise margin. 

The main point that can be seen from Fig. 5-12 is that noise margin increases 
as the gain of the driver is increased with respect to the load. Therefore, to 
design a high-noise-immunity circuit, keep the driver-load W / L ratio high. 

4. Static Transfer Curves, Substrate Returned to Ground. In IC design, both load 
and driver devices are fabricated on a common piece of silicon, so that the sub
strates of both devices are common and are at ground potential. This leads to a 
modulation of the pinchoff voltage as the output swings. Calculation of the 
transfer curves follows the previous analysis, i.e., equating the driver and load 
currents. In addition, threshold is considered to be a function of the output 
voltage [see Eq. (2-30)]. For the case of an inverter stage with a saturated load, 
the following expressions are applicable: 

- Vout] 

(5-13) 

(valid for region II, that is, IVoutl 2:: IVin - VthDJ); and 

(5-14) 

(valid for region III, that is, JVoutl < IVin - VthDJ). 
These equations give the input voltage as a function of the output voltage. 

Normally, one would solve for the output as a function of the input. However, 
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Fig. 5-13. Transfer curves for saturated loads with substrates common to ground. 
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-2 
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/J _ f30 
I-'R - 7{ 

-16 -18 -20 

Fig. 5·14. Transfer curve for triode·region load operation with substrate returned to ground. 

the amount of algebra necessary to transform the above equations is excessive, 
and any additional information gained does not justify (for the author) changing 
the simple results of Eqs. (5-13) and (5-14). To use these results, one simply 
selects a value of output voltage, finds d V th from Fig. 2-16, and solves for the 
input voltage. These equations are plotted in Fig. 5-13 for two values of starting 
substrate resistivity. 

In comparing the curves of Fig. 5-13 with those of Fig. 5-9, three main differ
ences are evident: 

1. The maximum output voltage is greater in the case of the substrate com
mon to the source terminal. 

2. The slope (or gain) of the transfer curve in region II is greater in Fig. 5-9 
(for a given (3R) than in the case where the substrate is grounded. 

3. For a given input voltage and {3R ratio, the output voltage (V ON) is lower 
in Fig. 5-13 than in Fig. 5-9. This is because an increase in the threshold 
voltage reduces the load current, resulting in a lower IR drop across 
the driver device. 

The same type of analysis can be carried out on an inverter stage with its load 
biased in the triode region, as shown in Fig. 5-14. The following equations 
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describe a family of transfer curves: 

X VGG - V thl + K 1[y-(2cf>s + Vout) -~] - 2r;D. - V;ut) (5-15) 
DD - Vout 

1 
or Vin - V thD = - _ /D y2(V DD - Vout)[(V GG - Vlhl) - Ll Vlh] - (V DD2 - V~ut) 

V (3R 

(valid for region II, that is, \vout\ ;::: \Vin - VlnD!), and 

{ -(V DD2 - V~ut) + (V DD - Vout)[(V GG - V thl) __ } 

V 1L + + K1(y - (2cf>F + Vout) - Y -2cf>F] 
Vin - thD = 7ZVout (3 

RVout 

ill ~~ 

V 1L + - Yz (V DD2 - V~ut) + (V DD - Vout)[(V GG - VtM) - Ll Vlh] 
Vin - thD = 7ZVout (3 

RVout 

(valid for region III, that is, \vout\ < \Vin - VlnD\). 
Again, these equations are written in terms of Vin as a function of Vout instead 

of vice versa, simply for convenience. 

5·3 BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

Complex MOS circuits are built from basic logic blocks such as NAND and 
NOR gates. Each type of gate has its own advantages and disadvantages. The 
peculiarities of implementing circuit logic with the MOS device is the topic of 
consideration in this section. 

1. Simple NOR Circuit (Negative Logic). The parallel arrangement of MOS 
devices as seen in Fig. 5-15a lends itself well to MOS integrated circuitry. From 
the scale drawing of the layout (Fig. 5-15b), it is obvious that maximum utiliza
tion of space is achieved through the use of shared diffused regions and the 
inherent self-isolation properties of MOS devices. Notice that the three driver 
devices all have the same W / L ratio, making them equal gm devices. The gm 
of device QA is designed such that ID/gm yields the desired VON, as seen in the 
simple inverter of Sec. 5-2. Additional devices paralleling QA will not change 
the design gm' The additional devices only tend to lower V ON when more than 
one driver is turned on by the input logic. Figure 5-15c shows the truth table 
together with the basic logic equations for the NOR gate of Fig. 5-15a. (The 
NOR gate is so named because it is a "not-or" function.) 

2. Simple NAND Circuit (Negative Logic). A series arrangement of MOS 
devices (Fig. 5-16a) results in a NAND logic gate. One possible layout of the 
three-input NAND gate is shown in Fig. 5-16b; the logic equations and truth 
table are given in Fig. 5-16c. 
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In a NAND logic gate (such as the one shown), the "not" output (complement 
of Q, or Q) occurs when A and Band Care 1. This is equivalent to calling it a 
"not-and" circuit. 

The ON voltage across the combination of QA, QB, and Qc is the product of 
the ON current and the total resistance to ground. Since the devices are in series, 
their resistances add. Thus rON (total) = 3/gm for equal-geometry devices. 
For a given VON, the gm (and thus the geometry) of the individual devices must 
be at least three times larger than for the case of a single device. As the number 
of devices in series increases, so do the gm and the area. For four devices in series, 
each gm must be four times greater than a single device. 

3. Example. An example will illustrate the difference in the required gm for 
devices used in NAND and NOR circuits. Figure 5-17 shows a three-input 
combination NAND-NOR gate together with its equivalent circuit. Assuming 

5.9 
mils 

1 

Voo 

J LJI 01 

Voo 

Q 
1~-------<oOutPut 0 

j L 
L-JI ILJ 

o~ ~c 
(a) 

Negative logic 

O=OV 
1 = -10 V 

o = AS C = A + B +C, so that Q = At B +C 
NOR logic gate 

A B C Output (Q) 

0 0 0 I 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 I 0 

p+ diffusion 

1--2.6 mils-j 

1--2 mils----l 

(b) 

1 
1 
1 
I 

1 
0 
0 
I 
I 

0 0 
I 0 
0 0 
1 0 

(c) 

Fig. 5-15. Three-input NOR gate: (a) schematic; (b) physical layout (scale drawing); (c) truth table. 
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that V DD = -15 V, that VtI. = -4 V, and that it is desired to let I VoNI ::; 0.5 V, 
what must be the gain of the driver devices when gml = 10 /Lmhos? (Assume 
that the driver devices are driven by similar inverter stages.) From the equiva
lent circuit, it is seen that IV oNI must be ::; 0.5 V when either A and B or C is 
turned on. When C is on, 

[See Eq. (5-5).] 
Plugging in numerical values yields 

-0.5 V = (-15 + 4) 1:. 10 /Lmhos 
2 gmC 

so that 
gmC = 110 /Lmhos (5-17) 

Since V ON must be the same regardless of which side is conducting, the ON volt
age of the left side is equated to that of the right side, and the equation is solved 
for gmA and gmB: 

(a) 

V ON '" (V DD - V th ) gml = (V DD - V th) 1:. gm! 
gmAB 2 gmC 

I 
6.2 
mils 

gmAB = 2gmc 

Output Q 

l~ 
Ground contact area 

I-- 2 mils -I 
I---- 4.0 mils -----I 

(b) 

(5-18) 

(5-19) 

Negative logic 
O=OV 
'1 = -10 V 

Q = A + B + C = ABC, 
so that li = ABC 

NAND logic gate 

A B C Q 

0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 

0 I I 1 

I 0 0 I 
1 0 I 1 
t I 0 1 
1 1 1 0 

(c) 

Fig. 5-16. Three-input NAND gate: (a) schematic; (b) physical layout (scale drawing); (c) truth 
table. 
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Equation (5-19) says that the (1m of devices A andB must be twice the value of 
device C, so that 

(lmA = (1mB = 2 X lIO ILmhos = 220 ILmhos (5-20) 

Because of the higher (1m required, NAND-type circuitry will, in general, occuPy 
more area than an equivalent NOR gate. This means that in the majority of 
cases, logic implementation by MOS technology is best done through NOR logic 
for the most effective utilization of area. 

Variations on the theme of Fig. 5-16a can be seen in Fig. 5-18a, where three 
devices are used to form a four-input logic. Here the feature of a "clocked" 
MOS active load is shown to an advantage, where the input to the load gate is 
used as an input signal line. Also, the relatively high impedance levels of the 
MOS (as compared with the bipolar impedance levels) enables one to make use 

(0 ) 

9mA = 9mB = 220 fLmhos 

(b) 

Q = C + AS 

Q = C + AS 

9mC = 110 fLmhos 

Fig. 5-17. NAND-NOR combination gate: (a) schematic; (b) equivalent ON circuit. 
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0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
f 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
0* 

1 

*Because of the clocked load, this is the 
only logic state that draws power 

(0) (b) 

Fig. 5·18. Four·input gate: (a) schematic; (b) truth table. 

of the source terminal of the bottom device as an input signal line. The logic 
truth table for the four-input gate is shown in Fig. 5-18b. 

5·4 REDUNDANCY-IDEAL FOR MOS CIRCUITS 

A unique feature of MOS technology is the ease with which redundancy can 
be introduced into a circuit design. * A series-parallel four-group arrangement of 
MOS devices that is redundant on both the input and the output is shown in 
Fig. 5-19 for a portion of a simple inverter. The source and drain of a given 
device may open or short together, and/or the gate of a given device may open 
or short, and the circuit will remain operative. Whether the two center nodes 
connect or not is determined by the most prevalent failure mode of the device. 
To date, there has been no significant practical use made of redundancy. 

5·5 CAPACITOR STORAGE FOR SIMPLIFIED CIRCUITRY 

Another unique feature of the MOS transistor is its almost infinite input 
resistance. A class of circuits which might be categorized as "dynamic logic" 

* For an additional discussion of field-effect redundancy, see Refs. 2 to 4 in the Bib
liography at the end of the chapter. 
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Fig. 5·19. Redundant arrangement of MOS devices. 2.* 

can be developed by utilizing the high input resistance of an MOS in conjunction 
with charge stored on a capacitor. The conceptt is very simple and is illustrated 
in Fig. 5-20a. An input signal is fed onto the gate of Q1 through switch 8 1. 

Capacitor C charges to the input voltage. When 8 1 is opened, the charge on C 
remains, thus biasing Q1 either ON or OFF, depending upon the circuit condi
tions. Since negligible charge is lost through the insulating gate of Q1, the 
capacitor C maintains stored information-or "remembers"-until switch 8 1 

allows new information to be fed in. The output from this "memory cell" is 
taken from the drain of Q1, so capacitor C is never loaded down. 

In actual practice, storage on C is not allowed for an infinite time. Switch 
8 1 will be an MOS transistor and will exhibit some finite resistance, shunting C. 
The gate of Q1 is not a perfect insulator and thus shunts another resistor across C. 
These two resistances (that due to 8 1 dominates), together with the value of C, 
determine a maximum storage time for this type of circuit-frequency of opera
tion will not extend down to direct current. Typical lower frequency limits are 
in the range of 5 to 10 kHz. 

An SR, utilizing the capacitor-storage concept, is shown in Fig. 5-20b.t The 
storage capacitors are shown in dashed lines. This indicates that no particular 
structure is added to the IC for the storage capacitor C. Rather, the stray 
capacitance of the circuit is employed as the capacitive storage element. The 
system shown in the figure is a two-phase system requiring external clocks (see 
Fig. 5-20c). 

Referring to Fig. 5-20b, assume that a logical 0 is fed into the input. During 
clock time <1>1, Q2 and Qa turn on. Because of the 0 input, PI is pulled up near 
V DD by the load Q2. This high-voltage level, logical 1, is transferred through Qa 
onto C1• Clock phase <1>2 is now turned on. Because of the logical 1 stored on 
C1, Q4 pulls point P a to ground. This information is transferred through Q6 

* Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the Bibliography at the end of the 
chapter. 

t Developed by GMe/Philco and used in their SRs. 
t From GMe/Philco Data Sheet pL5100, July, 1965. 
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onto C2, where it is stored when <1>2 goes off. Thus a logical 0 has been shifted 
from the input of the first stage to the input of the second stage. Repeating the 
above process again will shift the 0 another stage, and so on until the 0 reaches 
the end of the register. Assuming a 20-stage SR, one speaks of the 0 as having 
been delayed by 20-bit lines. A logical 1 is shifted in the same manner. 

Characteristically, dynamic logic can perform a variety of given functions with 
less component count than can conventional circuitry. This reduced device 

Logical 0), 

-U-
Logical I) 

r:: 
}-a Out 

~_/ 1'0, 
Inputo- d' o---I---l 5, c 

I 
(a) 

(b) 

Time-

(c) 

Fig. 5-20. Dynamic SR-capacitor storage: (a) basic conc.ept; (b) schematic; (c) timing diagram of the 
two clock phases. 
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usage results in either a given function occupying a smaller area or more functions 
in the same area. Ultimately, this space saving results in reduced function cost 
to the user. All that glitters is not gold, however, for there are drawbacks to 
this type of circuitry. As mentioned earlier, dynamic logic is not capable of 
static storage at zero frequency. Stored data must continually be circulated and 
shifted so as not to lose the information. A two-phase clock system must be 
supplied to drive the logic. At higher frequencies (approaching 1 MHz), the 
clock requirements may offset a good deal of the advantage gained through the 
use of capacitor-storage technology. 

A system need not be committed entirely to the capacitor-storage technique 
to make use of its advantages. A very worthwhile basic SR bit can be designed 
by utilizing the d-c storage properties of a cross-coupled flip-flop and the sim-

05 
Input<>----:J.. _ .-------" 

T 
CPI 

(0) 

OV 

I 

OV : / Fast phose 

~ I I 

eli_ 0 V r-i ---;l/SIOW phose 

-, -V; H ! '-

Time-

(b) (c) 

Fig. 5-21. Static SR using dynamic techniques: (a) schematic of basic bit; (b) internal clock generator; 
(c) timing diagram of the three clock phases. 
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plicity of capacitor storage for temporary memory. An SR circuit combining 
these two properties is shown in Fig. 5-21a. * A brief description of the circuit 
operation follows. 

During quiescent doc storage cf>2 and cf>a hold Q2 and Qa on so the circuit functions 
as a normal cross-coupled flip-flop. cf>1 is at 0 V, thus holding Q5 off and isolating 
the memory bit from the rest of the circuit. 

During information transfer, cf>1 turns Q5 on while cf>2 and cf>a turn Q2 and Qa 
off-thereby isolating the right and left halves of the flip-flop. Capacitor C2 

retains its charge, so the output information of the SR bit is maintained during 
the clock cycle. The new input signal from the previous bit is transferred onto 
the gate of QI (and thus CI) through Q5. This signal sets the output of the left 
inverter (PI). At this point, cf>1 turns off rapidly, while cf>2 and cf>a begin to turn 
their devices on. cf>2 is designed to be a faster clock than cf>a, so that information 
in the SR will always shift forward (or to the right in Fig. 5-21a). Since clock 
phases cf>2 and cf>a are generated on the SR chip, only cf>1 need be supplied externally. 
Figure 5-21 also shows the internal clock generator and the three clock phases. 

By using a three-phase clocking system, the SR bit just described is able to 
function as a cross-coupled flip-flop and store information down to zero frequency. 
Circuit complexity is reduced through the use of temporary storage during the 
clocking cycle. A drawback of this system is that three clock lines must run to 
each bit, thus presenting a topological layout problem to the IC design engineer. 

5-6 MASTER-SLAVE FLIP-FLOP 

The preceding section described two different SR bits utilizing capacitor storage 
for temporary memory. Multiple-phase clocking is used to isolate the input of 
the memory bit from its output in order to prevent a race or oscillating condition. 
This section describes a basic memory-storage cell that uses the "master-slave" 
concept. Here information is fed into the master flip-flop (during the clock 
phase) for temporary storage; information is then shifted into the slave flip-flop 
on the complement clock for permanent or doc storage. Figure 5-22 outlines 
the step-by-step evolution of a J-K flip-flop using the master-slave technique. 

Transistors QI to Q4 form a basic cross-coupled doc flip-flop designated as the 
master. Units Q5 to Qs constitute the slave. In Fig. 5-22b, five devices have 
been added to the basic cells. Q9, QIO, Q12, and QI3 convert the basic cells to R-S 
flip-flops, which are interconnected so that the master controls the slave. To 
allow the circuit to be set to a reference position when necessary, a preset device, 
Qu, has been added to the design. By the addition of Q14 and QI5 in Fig. 5-22c, 
the master and slave portions of the circuit are isolated so that a signal-race 
condition cannot occur. Information can now only be stored during the clock 
time (CP). Transfer of the information to the slave occurs only during the 
complement clock time (CP). With the addition of the last two devices, QI6 

* From General Instrument Data Sheet MEM-501, May, 1965. 
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and Q17, which convert the previous R-S flip-flop into a J-K flip-flop, the circuit 
is complete and is as shown in Fig. 5-22d. A truth table is added to show the 
logical function of the circuit. 

5-7 DESCRIPTION OF AN ACTUAL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

MOS technology is ideally suited for the implementation of decoding matrices. 
A matrix array is formed by an orthogonal arrangement of diffused P+ buses 
(for sources, drains, grounds, and power lines) and aluminum stripes evaporated 
on the oxide surface (forming device gates, interconnects, and bonding pads). 
At each intersection where an aluminum stripe crosses over two diffused regions, 
there exists a possibility for an MOS transistor. Where an active device is 
desired, the oxide is adjusted to the appropriate thickness (~1,000 A) for a work
ing device. Where a transistor is undesirable in the matrix arrangement, oxide 
over the gate region is left thick (= 15,000 A) so that the device can never turn 
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Fig. 5-23. Block diagram and truth table of MOS decoder. 
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o 0 Figure 5-24 

~~n~s the~!~ode 'It mto the matrix by a particular choice of 
active intersections. 

The block diagram of a binary-to-decimal decoder illustrated in Fig. 5-23 shows 
that two matrices actually make up the total array. Matrix No.1 decodes the 
incoming binary into a decimal output signal. The input signal consists of four 
inputs plus their complements, for a total of eight signal lines. Excess-3 coding 
was selected for matrix No.1, whose truth table is shown in Fig. 5-23b. Matrix 
No.2, the light-selection matrix, decodes the decimal output from No.1 so that 
the proper combination of L 1, L 2, etc., is turned on in a 3 X 5 light readout array. 
Examples of several numerals displayed on an output matrix are shown in 
Fig. 5-24. 

60 

~--------------90 mils--------------~ 

Fig. 5-25. MOS binary-to-decimal decoder complete. 
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Fig. 5-26. Complete decoder schematic. 

A photograph of the actual circuit is shown in Fig. 5-25. Notice how, within 
the matrices themselves, the aluminum leads over the oxide surface cross at right 
angles to the diffused regions. No crossover problems exist. When it is neces
sary to cross to aluminum leads (as on the decoder input), one can make use of a 
tunnel. A tunnel structure, as shown on input [) (Fig. 5-2.5), allows one lead to 
"tunnel" (by way of a diffused area) under a second lead. * 

A complete schematic showing all 152 active devices in the decoder array is 

* For more detailed information on tunnels, or crossovers, see Ref. 5, pp. 160 and 161. 
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given in Fig. 5-26. NOR-logic implementation, as shown in Fig. 5-27a, is used 
in the binary-to-decimal decode matrix design. Notice that for each decimal 
output, only four of the possible eight devices are used (unused devices are repre
sented in phantom lines). The devices not used are rendered inactive by thick 
oxide in the gate area. These devices are labeled in Fig. 5-25 and are shown 
stippled in the physical layout of the binary-to-decimal decode matrix of Fig. 
5-27b. To decode the numerall requires that the lline be pulled "high" (-10 V) 
by the load device in Fig. 5-27 a. For this line to go high, the appropriate driver 
devices (which are controlled by the binary inputs) must be turned off. Thus 

VDD 

..g 
co 

"e 
-0 

co 
o 
E 
E 
o 

u 

(LOgiC inputs 

A B C D 

~~~~~~~--~~~--~~~~~~o 

VGG r A 
Active load 

devices 

s 

(0) 

C 

C 

r- 2.0 -+i 
mils 

Thick oxide 
inactive device 

( b) 

D 

'-Decimol 
output 

Source Thin oxide 
active device 

o -

ABeD 

o 

Thick oxide 
inactive device 

Diffusion 

Decimal output 

Fig. 5-27. Binary-to-decimal decoding matrix: (a) schematic; (b) physical layout. 
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the ABCD lines must all be "low" (zero). The logic equation for a 1 output as 
seen from both Fig. 5-27a and Fig. 5-23b is 1 = ABCD. 

The light-selection-matrix layout is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 5-28. 
Inputs to this matrix are decoded decimal signals-the output from matrix No. l. 
Here, as in the first matrix, thick and thin gate oxides determine the active devices. 
A current drive instead of a voltage swing is used for the output. The output 
drains are clamped at V DM, while the sources of the output devices drive the base
emitter diode of an external bipolar transistor. In this way, the source is held 
near ground potential. A current drive output such as the one just described 
can eliminate some of the problems normally associated with interfacing the 
MOS to the outside. Certain speed advantages are also obtained from this 
configuration. 

Considering a specific example in conjunction with Fig. 5-28 will illustrate the 
operation of the light-selection matrix. Assume that a binary input signal repre-

Decimal 
inputs 

Power drive circuit, 
external to decoder chip 

.... -------\.------, i I I 
I 
I 
I 
L-~·+--------r-~-~ 

Contact to reduce the resistance 
of the supply line 

p+ diffusion supply buss 

Decoder output to 
light No.2 

~---Thin oxide 
acti ve dev i ce 

,L----Thick oxide 
inactive device 

Common drain 

/+-2 mils --1 

Fig. 5·28. light.selection matrix, physical layout. 
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senting the decimal 1 has been decoded by matrix No. 1. Line 1 in the figure 
goes high, while the other nine lines are biased at zero. Because of thick oxide 
under the 1 gate, Ll does not turn on. L2, however, does conduct. Thus, in the 
light-output matrix (Fig. 5-24), where the center column should light for decoded 
1, one can see that the MOS matrix will keep Ll off and turn L2 on. Lights L2, 
L 5, L 8, L u , and L14 will light for a complete numeral. 
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Analog Circuits 

Field-effect devices have two distinct advantages over bipolar devices in the 
field of linear amplification: high input impedance and square-law transfer char
acteristics. High power gain (a result of the high input impedance) also makes 
FET's attractive amplifiers. Junction field effects are superior in noise per
formance when compared with the MOSFET. Small-signal linear analysis can 
be carried out in much the same way as pentode analysis is in sophomore elec
tronics courses. This chapter discusses briefly a simple equivalent circuit for 
each of the three basic circuit configurations. Essential equations are presented 
along with the characteristics of each circuit configuration. The last portion of 
the chapter deals with various types of MaS circuits, including MaS-bipolar 
combinations. 

6-1 COMMON-SOURCE AMPLIFIER 

A simple small-signal equivalent circuit that would apply in general to MOS
FET's is shown in Fig. 6-1. (As with any device representation or equivalent 
circuit, the designer must decide for himself what approximations are valid at 
the frequency of interest. For an additional discussion of equivalent circuits, 
see Refs. 1 to 3 in the Bibliography at the end of the chapter.) The equivalent 
circuit shows that the input is essentially capacitive, that the small-signal output 

Gate 

Source 

Fig. 6-1. Small-signal low-Frequency equivalent circuit of an MOSFET. 
119 
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0> 
a 

/ 
log 1D ID 

(0) (b) 

Fig. 6-2. Output saturation immittence vs. I D. 

current is a function of the small-signal input voltage, and that the load is shunted 
by the output conductance of the device. Forward gain of the device is a func
tion of the bias point and is shown as a function of I D in Fig. 3-2 and as a function 
of V G in Fig. 3-4. The dynamic drain resistance in the saturation region (1/ gd.) 
is also a function of the drain current. The general shape of this curve is shown 
in Fig. 6-2a. (l/rd. or gd. is shown in Fig. 6-2b.) By varying the drain-to-source 
distance and the substrate doping level, the curve is shifted to various locations 
on the graph. 

Defining the voltage gain A~ as Vout/Vin in Fig. 6-1 and neglecting capacitive 
effects, the gain of a common-source amplifier can be written as 

Vout = -gmvin(RL!!rd.) 

where the designation RL!lrd. means RL in parallel with rd. and is equal to RLrd./ 
(RL + rd.). Now 

or A _ -gm 
• - GL + gd. 

(6-1) 

Notice that when Yd.« GL , the gain simplifies to 

(6-2) 

In a number of applications where a common-source stage is used, a source re
sistor is added for local negative feedback. If only d-c degeneration for bias 
stability is desired, then the source resistor is bypassed. However, if a-c degen
eration is also desired, then a portion of the source resistance may be left unby
passed, as shown in Fig. 6-3. Using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6-1, to which a 
source resistance has been added, yields the voltage gain as a function of Rs: 

A~ (gain with feedback) 

(6-3) 
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Fig. 6-3. A-c amplifier stage with source degeneration. 

When gm and rd8 are assumed large, the gain can be approximated by 

A ' gm R 
v = - 1 + gmRs L (6-4) 

Notice that Eq. (6-4) is of the form -g'mRL , where g;" is the same effective 
transconductance as was seen in Eq. (3-6). Thus, adding source degeneration 
will decrease the variation in the a-c gain by the same amount as the variation 
in gm is decreased, as shown by Eq. (3-1). In Eq. (6-4), if gmRs» 1, then the 
gain further reduces to 

A' ~ _ RL 
• - Rs 

(6-5) 

This says that the gain becomes independent of device parameters. Because 
RL and Rs are passive elements, they can be made very stable over wide tem
perature ranges, thus yielding a stable gain. 

6-2 SOURCE FOLLOWER 

The common-drain, or source-follower, configuration IS a most useful basic 
circuit. Some of its properties are: 

1. No phase reversal of the output signal. 
2. Voltage gain always less than unity. 
3. Low output impedance. 
4. Large-signal swing. 
5. Active impedance transformer. 

Figure 6-4 shows the circuit configuration for a source follower and its equivalent 
circuit. Notice that the drain resistance rd. is effectively in parallel with Rs. 
By writing this parallel combination as rd.IIRs, the voltage gain can be written as 

(6-6) 
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When rd.» R s, the parallel combination approaches Rs and the gain becomes 

(6-7) 

Equation (6-7) is in the form of A. = +g:"Rs, where g:" is the effective transcon
ductance of Eq. (3-6). As gmRs becomes very large, the gain approaches unity. 

Assuming a gm of 1,000 /Lmhos and a source resistance of 5 kg, the source-follower 
voltage gain is +0.835. Doubling the size of Rs to 10 kg increases the gain 
to +0.9l. 

To find the output impedance (or conductance) of the source-follower con
figuration in Fig. 6-4, the gate is grounded, a signal is applied to the output, the 
output current is calculated, and the voltage-current ratio taken. 

io = viGs + gd.) + gmvo 
io G V;; = Yo = s + gd. + gm 

where Gs = external source conductance 
gd. = saturated drain conductance 

(6-8) 

The output or driving impedance is thus the parallel combination of R s, rd., 
and l/gm. Because rd. will usually be large, l"out ,....., R sll(1/gm) = Rs/(gmRs + 1). 
From the previous example (gm = 1,000 /Lmhos, Rs = 5 g), the output impedance 
= 5(10 3)/[10- 3(5)(10-3) + 1] = 835 g. Increasing the gm to 2,000 /Lmhos gives 
an output impedance of 445 g. 

The source follower can be used in conjunction with a constant-current gen
erator to obtain a gain closer to unity than is practical with reasonable resistors 
or power supplies. Figure 6-5 illustrates such an arrangement, which uses Ql, 
Raource, and the Zener diode as a constant-current source driving Q2. The incre
mental impedance of the current source is very high, so the a-c gain approaches 
unity. Yet the doc or static resistance is low, so that excessive supplies or 
resistances are not necessary. Bias current is the voltage across the source 
resistance divided by that resistance; that is, 

ID = Vz - V th 

Rsource 

The output impedance of this circuit approximates 1/gm2• 

,r 
~ ...----oVout 

D 

Go 0 

Vg 

---L o----1I------...... --oVout 

Fig. 6-4. Source follower: (a) schematic; (b) equivalent circuit. 



Fig. 6-5. Source-follower stage biased by a con
stant-current generator. 

6-3 COMMON-GATE AMPLIFIER (GROUNDED GATE) 
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A common-gate stage is analogous to the common-base stage in the world of 
bipolar transistors. This configuration offers impedance transformation in the 
opposite direction to that of the source follower-namely, low impedance to high. 

Figure 6-6 shows the grounded-gate stage together with its equivalent circuit. 
The input impedance as calculated from this circuit is 

RL + rd. 

(6-9) 

and is just the channel resistance (ljgm) plus a term due to the load resistor 
(RL/gmrd.). A common-gate stage has a positive voltage gain, indicating that 
the input and output signals are in phase. The gain is given as 

A _ + (1 + rd.gm)RL 
• - RL + rd. + (1 + rd.gm)Rs 

(6-10) 

Fig. 6-6. Common-gate amplifier and equivalent circuit. 
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If Rs« (RL + rd.)/(l + gmrd8) (the output impedance) and rd.» RL, then the 
gain reduces to 

(6-11) 

6-4 VARIOUS AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATIONS 

1. Self-biasing. In a P-channel enhancement MOS, the gate must be biased 
negatively to initiate conduction. This is conveniently done by returning the 
gate to its drain terminal through a large feedback resistor (see Fig. 6-7a). Since 
no d-c current is drawn, the full drain voltage is impressed on the gate. Analysis 
is greatly simplified when compared with the bipolar case, where an IR drop 
must be considered. Figure 6-7b shows the characteristic curves of the driver 
device, together with (1) the locus of points where V DG = V GS, and (2) the static 
load line. The quiescent operating point is located at the intersection of these 
two curves. Bias changes can be carried out effectively by varying R L , while 
variations Rf have no effect. 

D-c feedback in Fig. 6-7a results in stability of the stage greater than that of a 
single device biased to a fixed supply. If external conditions cause the drain 
current to decrease, the drain terminal is pulled closer to the supply-thus 
putting more negative voltage on the gate. The negative voltage tends to 
increase the current, shifting operation back toward the original bias point. 
A-c feedback is also achieved with the illustrated configuration. This feedback 
can be eliminated by splitting R j in half and grounding the resulting node through 
a capacitor, or it can be enhanced by paralleling Rf with Cf. 

0--71-1 ----' 
C 

(0 ) 

10• rnA 

(b) 

Slope' _-L 
RL 

Fis. 6-7. Feedback biasins: (a) schematic; (b) sraphical solution of operatins point. 
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2. Large-signal-amplifier Stage. Section 5-2 described the operation of the 
inverter stage shown in Fig. 6-8a. Without duplicating the efforts presented 
there, the results will be presented as they apply to the linear-amplifier case. 

Figure 6-8b shows the transfer curve describing inverter operation. Region II 
describes the area of linear operation. Here, both the load and driver devices 
are in the saturation region. The inverter configuration is such as to allow 
cancellation of their nonlinear (square-law) characteristics, resulting in a linear 
portion of the transfer curve. Gain in this region is dependent upon the square 
root of the {3 ratios of the two devices. All terms except W / L ratios cancel, 
resulting in the following expression for the a-c gain: 

A = _ (CW/L)D 
v '\I (W/L)l 

(6-12) 

Notice that the result is dependent only upon geometrical terms and is com
pletely independent of such temperature-sensitive terms as device mobility. 
This suggests that the configuration of Fig. 6-8a may make a good temperature
stable a-c amplifier. Data taken on an inverter with an approximate voltage 
gain of 2 are presented in graphical form in Fig. 6-9. Gain variation is less than 
2 percent over a 105°C temperature swing, which is a remarkable result when 
one considers, first, that semiconductors are extremely temperature-sensitive by 
their very nature, and second, that no external compensation or feedback was 
used. 

To demonstrate the linear property of the MOS inverter, three different types 
of signals were fed into the inverter stage shown in Fig. 6-10. (This represents 
the IC case where the load substrate is returned to ground.) Reasonably faithful 
representation of the I-kHz input waveforms is observed. 

3. MOS-bipolar Combinations. Large values of transconductance can be 
obtained through the use of an MOS and a bipolar in a Darlington type of con-

Region I Region 1I 

Vout 

(a) (b) 

Vin 

Linear portion of 
the transfer curve 

Fig. 6-8. Large-signal linear amplifier: (a) schematic; (b) transfer curve. 
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Ay(-30) - Av(75) X 100 ~ 1.9 % 
Av(25) 

0= measured data 
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Fig. 6-9. Temperature characteristic of MOS large-signal amplifier. 
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Fig. 6-10. Input-output wave shapes for large-signal amplifier: (a) sine-wave input; (b) square-wave 
input; (c) triangular-wave input. 
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Ic 
-I mA/cm 

eou! 

(a) 

/':, inpwt steps = 0.1 V 

gm at Ie = -10 mA ~ 20,000 fLmhos 

(b) 

Fig. 6-11. MOS-bipolar Darlington-type conRguration: (a) schematic; (b) characteristics displayed 
on curve tracer. 

figuration. * Gain multiplication results in transconductances reaching many tens 
of thousands of }Lmhos. An arrangement such as that shown in Fig. 6-11a com
bines the most desirable properties of each device into one composite, i.e., the 
high input impedance of the field effect together with the low Vsat and high gm 
of the bipolar device. A characteristic curve as seen on a curve tracer for this 
configuration is shown in Fig. 6-11b. 

Cascade arrangements (such as that shown in Fig. 6-12a) offer versatility in 

* For an additional discussion on ways to pair FET's and bipolars, see Ref. 4 in the 
Bibliography at the end of the chapter. 

~~--oOutput 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6-12. MOS-bipolar cascade arrangement: (a) inverter stage; (b) simple MOS inverter. 
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design as well as improved frequency performance. Driving the MOS into the 
emitter of a common-base bipolar stage (a virtual short circuit) keeps the voltage 
swing of the drain to a minimum. With zero voltage gain, capacitance CDa is 
not enhanced by the Miller effect, and virtually no current is lost in charging 
CDa and CD. Frequency response of the bipolar is high because it is biased as a 
common-base amplifier (here again, the Miller effect is significantly reduced). 
Frequency response of the cascade arrangement is determined by the RLCob time 
constant (assuming the intrinsic limit of the devices has not been reached). 

A higher output impedance (by an order of magnitude) can be expected from 
the cascade configuration than from the simple MOS inverter. Channel-length 
modulation results in a lower dynamic drain resistance* for the case of Fig. 6-12b 
than the situation in Fig. 6-12a. The gain of either stage in Fig. 6-12 is -OmR~;t 
however, the lower output resistance of the simple inverter stage shunts the 
external load, resulting in a lower a-c gain. 

Figure 6-13 shows a complementary feedback pair that offers design simplicity 
and stable operation. D·t When the gains of the two devices are large, the overall 
gain of the feedback pair becomes independent of the transistor parameters and 
can be approximated by the expression 

(6-13) 

Gains in the order of 10 to 20 can be obtained from practical circuits connected 
in the feedback-pair arrangement. 

Unity-gain amplifiers are very useful in applications requiring impedance 
transformation or isolation stages. By setting R2 = 0, the gain of the amplifier 
approaches unity, as seen from Eq. (6-13). This modified source follower has 
an effective source resistance of hFE X R I . Equation (6-7) describes the gain 
of a source follower, which can be written in the following way: 

A - Rs 
• - (l/Om) + Rs 

(6-14) 

Assuming a Om of 1,000 jJ.mhos for the input device, Rl = 1,000 g, and an hie for 
the bipolar of 100 results in the gain 

100 X 1 kg 100 
A. = 1,000 g + 100 X 1 kg = 101 = 0.99 

This is close to unity and agrees with the gain approximation presented in Eq. 
(6-13). Obviously, R2 can be trimmed to produce a gain as close to unity as is 
required. 

* See Sec. 6-1. 
t R~ = RLllrout. 
t Superscript numbers indicate works listed in the Bibliography at the end of the 

chapter. 



Fig. 6-13. MOS-bipolar complementary-feed
back amplifier. 
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The high-frequency performance of the stage shown in Fig. 6-13 can be 
improved by the addition of a small trimming capacitor, Gt , from the output to 
the input. This is a positive feedback path which cancels the shunting effect 
of stray capacitance at the input. 

Because no current flows in the gate circuit, the input resistance of the amplifier 
can be made quite large by increasing Rbias up to 100 lVW or larger. Bias stability 
is improved because of the two feedback paths, effective souree resistanee RlhFE 
and Rbias returned to the emitter of the bipolar. 

4. Phase Splitter. Often it is desirable to split a signal into two signals 1800 

apart but of the same amplitude. Field-effect transistors are ideally suited for 
this-more so than are bipolar deviees. The basie amplifier is shown in Fig. 
6-14. Beeause the same eurrent flows through RD and R s, the gains at the two 
output nodes must be equal if the resistors are equal. In the bipolar case, how-

Dra i n outp ut 

Source output 

I V/cm 

Input 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6-14. MOS phase splitler: (a) circuit; (b) input-output waveforms. 
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ever, the collector and emitter currents are not exactly equal. This produces a 
situation of unequal gains when equal resistors are used. 

Equation (6-7) specifies the gain at the source terminal as 

Gain.ource = + 1 gm R Rs (6-15) + Om • 

Equation (6-4) specifies the gain at the drain terminal as 

(6-16) 

These equations can be written in the form O:"R, so that when Rs = RD = RL , 

the gain expression for each output node can be given as 

(6-17) 

Figure 4-14 shows a scope photo of the outputs from a phase splitter with equal 
resistors and of the input signal. 
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Conversion Table 

1 centimeter (cm) = 108 X. 
= 104 P. 

= 4 X 102 mils 
1 angstrom (x.) = 3.937 X 10-6 mil :::::: 4 X 10-6 mil 

= 1 X 10-8 em 
= 1 X 10-4 P. 

1 micron (p.) = 3.937 X 10-2 mil rv 4 X 10-2 mil 
= 1 X 10-4 cm 
= 1 X 104 X. 

1 Millinch (mil) = 1 X 10-3 in 
= 2.5 X 10-3 em 
= 2.54 X 105 X. :::::: 2.5 X 105 X. 
= 2.54 X 10 p. rv 25 p. 

Gate 900 X. :::::: 3.6 X 10-3 mil 
1,000 X. rv 4 X 10-3 mil 
1,500 X. rv 6 X 10-3 mil 

Channel length 5 p. rv 2 X 10-1 mil 
10 J.I. rv 4 X 10-1 mil 
12.5 J.I. rv 5 X 10-1 mil 
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TRANSFER DESIGN CURVES 

The following design curves (pages 134 to 144) are extensions of the graphs 
presented in Sec. 5-2. Equations from which the curves were generated were 
derived from Eqs. (5-15) and (5-16), while letting .lVth = 0, and are presented 
below. 

{:JRm (Vin - Vth)2 = 2 (1 _ vout) _ m + m (Vout)2 (5-15a) 
V DD V DD V DD 

Vin - V th = ! Vout + - }~m + Y2m(vout/V DD)2 + 1 - Vout/V DD (5-16a) 
V DD 2 V DD {:JR(vout!V DD)m 

Implicit in the statement that .1 V th = 0 is the fact that back-gate bias has no 
effect so that the inverter shown in Fig. 5-1a is applicable. These equations are 
normalized to the bias parameter m, which is introduced in Eq. (4-10): 

VDD 
m = =---0=-

VGG - V th 

Design Example. Assume the following system: V th = - 5 V, V DD = -10 V, 
VGG = -25 V, (:JR = 25, Vin = 9.0 V. 

Ascertain the output voltage. 

1. Determine m. 

-10 
-25 - (-5) = 0.5 

2. Determine the normalized input voltage. 

Vin - V th -9 - (-5) 4 
V DD = -10 = 10 = 0.4 

3. Turn to the transfer curve where m = 0.5. Find 0.4 on the x axis. 
Project upward along the 0.4 line to the intersection of the {3R = 25 curve. 

4. At this intersection, project over to the y axis and read 0.15 for the 
normalized output voltage. 

5. vout!V DD = 0.15. Therefore, Vout = 0.15V DD = -1.5 V. 
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Accumulation region, 22, 24 
Amplifier, common-drain, 121 

common-gate, 123 
common-source, 119 
large-signal, 125, 126 
MOS-bipolar, 125, 127, 129 
phase-splitting, 129 
self-biasing, 124 
unity-gain, 128 

Analog circuits, 119 
Analysis, qualitative, 22 
Array technology, 14 

Back-gate bias (see Substrate bias) 
Bias, se1£-, 124 

substrate (see Substrate bias) 
Breakdown-voltage characteristics, 8 

Capacitance, C-V plot, 25 
capacitor storage for, 107 
stray, 71 

Channel,3 
Channel-length modulation, 34 
Characteristic curves, 6 
Charge neutrality, 22 
Common-drain amplifier, 121 
Common-gate amplifier, 123 
Common-source amplifier, 119 
Complementary structures, 12, 15 
Complex MOS IC, 14, 16, 113 
Conduction band, 22 
Constant-current source, 122 
Conversion table, 131 
Crystal orientation, 68 
Custom design, 14 
Cutoff frequency, 71 

Darlington configuration, MOS-bipolar, 125 
Decoder, binary-to-decimal, 114 

Depletion region, 22 
back-gate bias control, 40 
supporting a voltage of 2cf>F, 38 

Depletion-region charge, 37 
Design example, 95 
Digital circuits, 8 
Discrete devices, 13 

Index 

Doping level, effect upon threshold, 37 
graph, 132 

Drain, 3, 4 
symbol for, 47 

Dynamic logic (see Capacitance, capacitor 
storage for) 

Early effect, 35 
Equations, MOS, 47 
Equivalent circuit, common-gate, 123 

common-source, 119 
current-source, 73 
source-follower, 121 

Feedback, channel-length modulation of, 34 
drain-to-channel, 21, 34, 35 
drain-gate biasing, 124 
source degeneration, 56 

Fermi level, 24, 31, 38 
graph,45 

Field effect, bipolar combinations, 125 
Flat-band case, 22, 23 
Fringing, 94 

Gate, 1,2 
symbol for, 46, 47 

Hofstein, 35, 52 

ICs, complex MOS, 14, 113 
lhantola, H. K. J., 21, 30, 38 
Integrated circuits, 13, 113 
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146 Index 

Inversion layer, 5, 22, 31 
sheet resistivity, 87 
thickness, 4 

Inverter, 92 
layout of, 94 
noise margin of, 99 
transfer curve of, 96 

Large-signal amplifier, 125, 126 
Layout, 92 
Load configuration, 80 
Load device, output voltage, 91 
Load equivalent circuits, 88 
Load gate, 92 
Load resistor, calculation for, 95 

clocked, 106 
load line, 78 
locus of operation, 88, 90 
MaS, 8, 87 
sheet resistivity, 87 

Master-slave flip-flop, 111 
Matrix (see Decoder) 
Miller effect, 128 
Mobility, approximation, 21 

as function of gate bias, 66 
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